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Abstract approved

This research presents an analysis of thermal stratification in the reactor

cold leg of the Advanced Plant ExperimentCombustion Engineering (APEX-CE).

This phenomenon may be a precursor leading to a Pressurized Thermal Shock

(PTS) event in a nuclear power plant. This work was performed in support of the

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (USNRC) re-evaluation of its PTS

regulations.

Using the APEX-CE test facility, thermal stratification was observed for

injection flow rates ranging from 30% to 100% and natural circulation flow rates

that were generated by core decay powers ranging from 1.5% to 4%, both relative

to the scaled Palisades values.

A theoretical model was derived to estimate the hot stream entrainment that

occurs during cold leg thermal stratification. This model was applied to the

Separate Effects Transparent Loop (SETL) facility, a scaled cold legldowncomer

configuration of the APEX-CE plant. The model predictions were in reasonable

agreement with the High Pressure Injection (HPI) fluid entrainment data from the

Purdue ½ scale facility. The same model was then used to estimate HPI

entrainment in SETL. The results proved to be very consistent.

Finally, data for the onset of loop seal spillover was obtained using SETL

and APEX-CE. A useful flow map, characterizing the onset condition, was

generated.
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THE STUDY OF COLD LEG THERMAL STRATIFICATION
IN APEX-CE

1 INTRODUCTION

The Advanced Plant ExperimentCombustion Engineering (APEX-CE)

facility has been used to assess the cooldown behavior of a nuclear plant as part of

the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC) study of Pressurized

Thermal Shock (PTS). This facility is located at Oregon State University (OSU)

and is a scaled model of the Combustion Engineering Palisades Nuclear Power

Plant. It is a '/4 length scale and low-pressure facility. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic

of the APEX-CE facility.

Figure 1.1 Overview of the APEX-CE Facility.



1.1 DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM

The problem pertaining to the integrity of the reactor vessel wall involves a

rapid cooldown of the inside wall, accompanied by either sustained high coolant

pressure from the reactor system or a subsequent repressurization of the system.

This phenomenon is known as Pressurized Thermal Shock (PTS). Four factors are

necessary to cause a PTS event: pre-existing flaws in the vessel wall or welds, high

pressure, vessel embrittlement due to neutron irradiation, and rapid cooldown. The

first three are mostly inherent and little, with the exception of additional shielding

or reduced power, can be done to minimize their effects over time. The rapid

cooldown issue is more important and can be averted if appropriate study is

conducted.

1.2 RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT

As part of the NRC's study on PTS, the following research was performed

on APEX-CE. The important phenomenon to analyze is thermal stratification. It is

described as follows for the APEX-CE cold leg configuration shown in Figure 1.2.

When the High Pressure Safety Injection (HPSI) system is activated, cold

water is injected into the warmer environment of the cold leg. The two fluids do not

mix and the colder fluid travels to the bottom of the cold leg and propagates along

the pipe. This thermal stratification is due to the density difference between the two

fluids. The cold fluid then travels down the downcomer and eventually mixes with

the warmer fluid present there. On the other side of the cold leg, the HPSI fluid

travels towards the weir wall location in front of the loop seal. The weir wall

physically represents a lip on the reactor coolant pump outlet. The 1-1PSI fluid will

then spill over into the loop seal and mix with the fluid.
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Figure 1.2 Schematic of the Side Injection Geometry of the Palisades Plant.

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The objective of this research is to simulate the fluid mixing behavior expected

to occur in the Palisades Plant and observed in APEX-CE using a scaled flow

visualization test facility. The Separate Effects Transparent Loop (SETL) facility is

shown on Figure 1.3. The yellow fluid represents the HPSI fluid. Figure 1.4 gives a

better view of the thermal stratification phenomenon occurring in the cold leg at the

location of the weir wall.

Three research objectives are defined for this particular study of cold leg

thermal stratification in APEX-CE. They are:

To derive the conditions for cold leg thermal stratification.

To describe the onset of weir wall spillover.

And to study the fluid mixing in the loop seal.
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Figure 1.3 Transparent Loop Top View.

Figure 1.4 Cold Leg Thermal Stratification.
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This report is divided into eight chapters. Chapter 2 will focus on the

literature review. It will identify all pertinent literature articles on the phenomenon

of thermal stratification and will also discuss the existing onset models. Chapter 3

will describe the APEX-CE and SETL facilities and the experiments performed.

Chapter 4 will define the two models developed: the model for the cold leg thermal

stratification using estimates of the hot stream entrainment and the model for the

onset of weir wall spillover. Chapter 5 will list the cold leg thermal stratification

test results for both the stagnant loop and the natural circulation flow conditions.

Chapter 5 will not deal with loop seal spillover. Chapter 6 will present the data

analysis. The estimates of the hot stream entrainment will be assessed using a

different configuration, the Purdue ½ scale facility, as well as the SETL facility.

Chapter 7 will then deal with the loop seal spillover results for both the APEX-CE

and the SETL tests. Finally, Chapter 8 will give conclusions and recommendations

for future research. References and an Appendix will conclude this thesis.



2 LITERATURE REVIEW

The problem of thermal stratification has been extensively studied because

of its prevalence to PTS. Back in 1934, O'Brien and Cherno made the first attempt

at explaining the phenomenon for natural reservoirs. Following their initial study,

Yih, Gardner, Stommel and Farmer, Rothe et al., Sun and Oh, Kim, Wood, Iyer and

Theofanous, Rodi, and Reyes and King, among others, continued to develop and

improve models to determine the onset of thermal stratification for reactors,

chimneys, reservoirs, and ducts, for both air and water currents. Furthermore, the

effects of fluid backflow in the HPI line are often coupled to the aforementioned

phenomenon. Indeed, fluid backflow changes the HPI density and flow rate and

consequently affects the entire model. These effects are thus also discussed in this

section.

This review will in a first part focus in a chronological manner on the

articles pertinent to the problem of thermal stratification. Then, it will give brief but

complete descriptions of the existing models that served as a basis for this research.

2.1 THERMAL STRATIFICATION

2.1.1 General Contribution

The ensuing researchers made a contribution to the phenomenon of thermal

stratification.

In 1934, O'Brien and Cherno [1] conducted the first experiments on two-

layer flow as part of a study done on the San Francisco Bay basin. The authors

derived a hypothesis called the "model law" which established a similarity

relationship between an experimental device and a theoretical model. Scale ratios
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between the two had to be consistent. They developed such a concept to determine

the length, depth, and velocity of the salt-water layer entering the basin. The

similarity constant obtained for this particular problem is written as:

K = constant (2.1)
d25s°5

Where K is the simplified criterion of similarity, L0 the length of the lock, d the

depth of the water, and s the salinity. After tests were performed on a scaled

prototype, O'Brien and Cherno concluded that their dimensionless model correctly

predicted the results obtained even though several restrictions had been made.

The researchers Stommel and Farmer (1952) [2] studied the effects of the

abrupt widening of the estuary mouth on the interfacial wave. They defined the

interfacial Froude number for a stationary two-layer flow as follows:

-1
/ 31
(q2 ) ( nF1=[1+III (2.2)
q) in)]

Where F1 is the interfacial Froude number, q the discharge per unit width of the

lower layer, q the discharge per unit width of the top layer, and n is related to the

depths of the two layers. Stommel and Farmer also developed a model using

Bernoulli's equation to account for the condition when the channel width of a river

didn't affect the interfacial wave.

In 1953, Stommel and Farmer [3] studied the effects of stratified flow on

the salinity at the mouth of estuaries. They believed that if mixing between the two

layers was increased, then the amount of discharges into the ocean was also

increased. This amplified mixing also decreased the salinity difference. However,

the researchers thought that there was a limit beyond which neither the amount of

discharge or the salinity difference were altered by the overmixing.

C.S. Yih (1965) [41 studied the effects of stratified flow between two

horizontal layers of fluids inside a reservoir. In his model, he assumed that the

upstream density was linear and the upstream velocity a constant.



0. Jorg and R.S. Scorer (1967) [5] investigated the results of external cold

inflow into chimneys and compared their theoretical hypothesis to experimental

data. They defined the term critical velocity as the velocity needed to prevent cold

inflow. Jorg and Scorer believed this velocity wasn't constant but rather depended

on the chimney diameter. The researchers developed an experiment to test their

analysis. A tank was filled with water and several glass tubes of different heights

were positioned at the top of the tank. Salt water, representing the buoyant flow,

was injected through the tubes. Dye was injected at the bottom of the tube in order

to visualize the inflow phenomenon. After running a series of tests, the

investigators concluded that the critical velocity did not in fact depend on the

chimney diameter as was first expected. A second set of experiments was

performed to verify this conclusion using air instead of salt water as the buoyant

fluid and the depth of penetration is evaluated. In summary, Jorg and Scorer

deduced that in order to prevent inflow, the mean velocity should be increased

above the critical limit.

S.A. Thorpe (1968) [6] studied the onset of instability in a stratified flow

using a horizontal tube that was suddenly tilted. The author derived the following

equations for the two layers, where the subscript 1 referred to the upper layer and

subscript 2 referred to the lower layer:

(P2 pj )ght sin a
(2.3)

p1h2 + p2h1

(P2 p1)gtsina
U2 -

p1h2 +102h1
(2.4)

Where u is the velocity, p the density of the fluid, g the acceleration, h the height of

the layer, and a the angle from the horizontal. A series of tests was performed

using a special inclined tube with either a system of water and brine or water and

paraffin. Thorpe's theory largely agreed with the velocities observed and the author

concluded that viscosity was an important parameter in the instability of the flow.



I.R. Wood (1968) [7] discussed the prolonged effects of stratification inside

natural reservoirs and developed a model to establish the conditions under which

two flowing stratified layers occurred. Here, Wood related the density distribution

between the two planes as follows:

Yf() (2.5)

Where Ap is the density distribution of the flowing streamline, Ap the density

distribution of the stationary layer located at the bottom of the reservoir, and f(ij)

the upstream density distribution.

G.C. Gardner (1976) [8], in his paper titled "Motion of miscible and

immiscible fluid in closed horizontal and vertical ducts," stated that different

approaches needed to be pursued for horizontal and vertical channels. For

horizontal pipes, he related the flow rate to the following modified Froude number

and density ratio, respectively:

FrQH
[t)15

]Q (2.6)

(2.7)
PH

Where Ap is the density difference between PL (density of the light fluid) and p11

(density of the heavy fluid), g is the gravitational acceleration, d the diameter of the

pipe, and Q the volumetric flux.

E.J. List (1982) [9] studied the mechanics of both jets and plumes in

turbulent buoyant flows. For turbulent jets, the governing parameter is the specific

momentum flux while for turbulent plumes; it is the specific buoyancy flux. List

also developed a model for forced plumes inside a fluid. He first derived a theory

for density-stratified environments and realized that the initial entrainment carried

denser fluid than the surrounding environment, decreasing the specific momentum
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flux. Once there was no more flux, the jet stopped rising and the entrainment began

to mix with the warmer flow. Furthermore, List studied the same effects in a

crossflow situation and observed that a vortex was formed around the point of

injection. Finally, List investigated both phenomena, namely forced flow in a

stratified environment with crossflows. He realized that to solve such a case, a

three-dimensional analysis needed to be performed.

The following papers apply directly to the phenomenon of thermal

stratification in the cold leg and are therefore discussed in more depth.

2.1.2 B.K.-H. Sun, S. Oh, and P.H. Rothe, 1983

In their paper titled "Transit Time of Mixed High Pressure Injection Water

and Primary Loop Water in Pressurized Water Reactor Cold Legs" [10], Sun et al.

studied the phenomenon of overcooling transients in pressurized water reactors

(PWRs). The researchers worked on an analytical model to determine the fluid

mixing behavior inside the reactor cold leg. In order for the model to be accurate,

the thickness of the colder layer (the HPI layer) and the velocity of the mixed flow

inside the cold leg needed to be ascertained. Both were related to the concept of

transit time. Transit time I was defined as the time it took the HPI fluid to travel

from the mouth of the HPI line to the downcomer, by which point the fluid had

considerably mixed with the cold leg water. In order to apply this concept to an

analytical model and compare the results to an existing PWR, Sun et al. used the

data from an Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)/CREARE 1/5-scale model

of a PWR cold leg configuration. Figure 2.1 shows a simple schematic of the

system used. There are three vertical HP! lines: two angled and one perpendicular

to the cold leg. The Froude number was then determined and related to the transit

time for stagnant loop flow by the following equation:

2

I = Frj (2.8)
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Cold Leg

From Steam
Generator Downcomer

Figure 2.1 Diagram of the CREAREIEPRI Cold Leg Configuration.

The condition of stagnant loop flow provided the highest rate of

overcooling and the longest transit time and was consequently the defining case in

the study of overcooling transients. Here, two different transit times were defined:

the transit time in the HPI region tjet and the transit time in the stratified layer, t'.

tjet could then be determined from the HPI jet Froude number and t' from the angle

defined as:

= sin'J (2.9)

Where D is the cold leg diameter and 1 is defined on Figure 2.2.

Finally, Sun et al. studied the effects of transit time when flow was present

in the cold leg. They discovered that the higher the flow, the lesser the transit time.

The researchers reached the conclusion that their dimensionless groups gave

accurate data for wide ranges of 1-JIPI flow rates.
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_L7
Figure 2.2 HP! Flow into the CREARE/EPRI Cold Leg.

2.1.3 T.G. Theofanous, H.P. Nourbakhsh, P. Gherson, and K. Iyer, 1984

In their report [11], the researchers studied the downcomer temperature

transients due to thermal stratification in the cold leg.

The researchers Nourbakhsh and Theofanous wrote the first section of the

NUREG Report CR-3700 on the criterion for predicting thermal stratification

inside the reactor cold leg. They later wrote another paper dedicated entirely to that

problem [12]. The investigators pointed out that thermal stratification could only

happen in situations where the flow was either stagnant or very low. Well-mixed

flow was consequently possible only when there was enough flow inside the loop.

A criterion could therefore be developed to accurately qualify the flow inside the

cold leg. The researchers started their analysis with the following relationship for

the local Froude number:

FrCL = 1 (2.10)

Nourbakhsh and Theofanous then related the mixed temperature, TM, to the

HPI and cold flow rates, QHP/ and QL. They also rewrote the condition for the
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Froude number as a function of flow rates as follows, where Qr is the total flow

rate:

QT=QL+QHPI (2.11)

Finally, they related the Froude number of HPI flow in the cold leg, FrHPICL, to

develop an onset criterion as follows:

Where FrHP! CL is defined as:

-7.5

FrHP,CL (+ QL (2.12)
QHPI)

QHP! /ACL
FrHPI CL = (2.13)

___1y
L

Where ACL is the flow area of the cold leg, g the gravitational constant, DCL

is the cold leg diameter, zip the change in density, and PHPI the HPI density.

The researchers then compared their correlation for FrHPICL with the

CREARE 1/5-scale facility. Figure 2.3 shows how well the correlation agreed with

the test results [11]. The criterion for predicting thermal stratification is thus very

useful to determine whether the flow is stratified or well mixed. In conclusion, the

researchers pointed out that their correlation was very general and didn't take into

account the different types of stratification.
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Figure 2.3 Comparison Between the Theoretical and Experimental
Froude Numbers.

Another chapter was dedicated to the prediction of temperature transients

due to the high-pressure safety injection. Figure 2.4 shows the theoretical Regional

Mixing Model used here [11]. It can be noted that there are four mixing regions

(MRs) identified in the model. MR1 is the mixing region at the exit of the HPI

nozzle where the cold liquid first comes into contact with the warmer cold leg

environment. The HPI water falls to the bottom of the cold leg and propagates

along either side. Mixing occurring at the interface at MR2, which is not shown on

the picture, is the mixing region occurring along the cold leg at the interfacial area

between the two fluids. It has been proven to be rather negligible compared to the

mixing at the other regions and will therefore be disregarded here. MR3 and MR5

are regions where the HPI liquid first flows straight down. Warmer liquid from the

loop seal and downcomer is drawn upward and mixes with the cold water. MR4 is
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the mixing region inside the downcomer, warmer liquid from the downcomer

environment is entrained into the cold plume. It is the last region where mixing

occurs. TM is the mixing temperature, Tc is the temperature of the cold stream, and

TH is the temperature of the hot liquid inside the cold leg. The term hc is the height

of the cold stream. This model assumed that most of the mixing occurred at MR 1.

The mixing temperature was then determined. It is an average of the hot and

cold temperatures, TH and Tc respectively, and is established as follows:

VtTM =VHTH +VT (2.14)

Where VH is the volume occupied by the hot fluid, Vc the volume occupied by the

cold fluid, and V' is defined as the sum of the two.

Finally, the results obtained were compared to the CREARE 1/5-scale tests.

Good correlations were observed. In conclusion, the investigators discussed the

possible implications of such studies to full-scaled pressurized water reactors

(PWRs).

°HPI

T T. .._ MR3

LOwør Plenum

, TM

Figure 2.4 Schematic of the Regional Mixing Model.

MR4
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2.1.4 T.G. Theofanous and K. Iyer, 1987

In "Mixing Phenomena of Interest to SBLOCAs", [13], Theofanous and

Iyer performed comparisons between several test facilities to quantify stratification.

Their work followed an initial research establishing a criterion for thermal

stratification [11, 12]. The investigators were concerned with PTS applications to

small break loss of coolant accidents (SBLOCAs) and limited their work to this

purpose.

Theofanous and Iyer used the regional mixing model (RMM) they had

developed before [11]. They made two major modifications to the model. First, for

low HPI Froude numbers, mixing occurred within the HPI line. Second, the mixing

taking place in MR3 (see Figure 2.4) needed to be taken into account because of its

complexity as gathered in the Purdue ½-scale tests. Prior to this study, the mixing

at MIR3 was simply ignored. Consequently, flow in the lower plenum, pump, and

loop seal had to be modeled. Also, the researchers combined their findings to the

computer codes REMIX and NEWMIX.

The CREARE 1/5-scale experiment corroborated with the new RMM

developed here and the results obtained were consistent. The Purdue ½-scale tests

provided reliable results for low HPI Froude numbers (no backflow into the HPI

line). When backflow was present however, small corrections had to be made on

the existing model. The CREARE ½-scale tests were performed without adding salt

water. Indeed, this facility operated at 200 psi, providing a considerable density

difference. Two rounds of tests were performed and even though the first set wasn't

satisfactory, the second set agreed very well with the REMIX calculations. The

HDR reactors tests were aimed at comparing the geometric specifications with the

RMM data. This was important because the HDR reactor located in Frankfurt

Germany could perform experiment at full pressure and temperature and also could

inject high HPI Froude numbers. No such experiment existed in the US. The

outcome agreed well with the REMIX calculations. Finally, the 2/5 scale IVO
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(Imatran Voima Oy) experiment in Finland provided dependable measurements to

benchmark the code NEWMIX.

In conclusion, Theofanous and Iyer discovered that the problem of thermal

mixing in SBLOCAs was important and needed to be addressed quickly to develop

reliable benchmark calculations.

2.1.5 K. Iyer and T.G. Theofanous, 1991

In another paper [14] following the work done in the NUREG Report [11],

the authors Iyer and Theofanous discussed the predictions applied to PWRs

regarding the phenomenon of thermal stratification. Using the same regional

mixing model (see Figure 2.4), they first redefined the computer code REMIX.

REMIX calculates the mean temperature. It assumes that the fluid is overall

well mixed and takes into account the different fluid properties that fluctuate with

temperature. REMIX also performs local calculations, generally around MR1, and

solves the mass and energy balance equations simultaneously. The following

entrainment model is obtained for HPI Froude numbers between 0.1 and 3:

1.236

( dh
FQe =0.52Q11,

D
rHP, (2.15)

HP!

Where Qe is the entrainment flow rate, QHPI the HP! flow rate, and d1 the fall height

defined as the difference between the height of the HPI line (D111) and the height of

the cold stream.

The researchers then compared their results with reactor prediction for ½-

scale and 1/5-scale experiments. They concluded that REMIX could predict results

with accuracy. They also observed that thermal stratification in the cold leg was

minimal for different FrHpJ as seen in Figures 2.5 and 2.6 [14]. The graphs show

the temperature at different heights inside the cold leg as a function of time. These

results were obtained from a typical PWR operating at 3000 MW. The outcome
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produced slow cooldown rates and a rapid mixing of the cold plumes traveling in

the downcomer.
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Figure 2.5 Transient Temperature Response with Frjjpj = 0.22.
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Figure 2.6 Transient Temperature Response for FrHpJ = 1.
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2.1.6 J. B. King, Jr. and J. N. Reyes, Jr., 1991

In their paper called "Buoyant Backflow in Vertical Injection Lines" [15],

King and Reyes attempted through experimental and theoretical work to determine

how changes in HPI velocity affect the fluid backflow behavior. Their research was

performed at Oregon State University using a 1/5-scale test system modeling a

vertical HPI injection line, cold leg, and downcomer, all made out of glass. Salt

water was used as IIPI fluid to obtain the appropriate density difference. A series of

tests was performed in which the HPI velocity was altered and the changes in the

flow behavior observed. The experimental study showed that backflow occurred

even before the critical velocity was attained. Also, it was noted that this critical

velocity wasn't constant but instead increased with buoyancy effects. To develop

their theoretical model based on the experiment results, King and Reyes made one

major assumption to limit the number of equations to solve: negligible entrainment

effects. The wall friction was also regarded as negligible in comparison to the

interfacial friction factor. It was noted that when the buoyancy effects were greater

than the friction effects, perturbations increased in the HPI line. In conclusion, the

HPI flow needed to achieve a critical velocity to minimize the effects of backflow

within the HPI line. The analytical data proved to agree with the experimental

critical velocity, making the study a success.

2.1.7 K. Takeuchi, S.M. Bajorek, L.E. Hochreiter, R.M. Kemper, 1991

The researchers [16] developed a new model using the computer code

WCOBRAJTRAC to account for the phenomenon of countercurrent flow inside

horizontal hot and cold legs during a small break loss of coolant accident (LOCA).

Before their new approach, the code would use a system of two momentum

equations to solve the problem, one for each phase (liquid and gas), and a

horizontal flow regime map that would divide the pipe into segments such that one

segment would serve as the interfacial area. The researchers improved this method
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by adding another momentum equation that would account for the entrained liquid

and they also redesigned the flow regime map into vertical as well as horizontal

segments. Figure 2.7 shows a simple schematic of the map used by

WCOBRAITRAC for a horizontal pipe.

From the new map, it can be seen that the horizontal segments have been

kept. They have been divided vertically to allow more flexibility. Indeed, the

stratified layer is now free to move in a vertical direction while before it was

constrained into one particular segment.

Tests were performed using this new approach. First, only steam was

injected. Once the pipe was saturated, liquid was injected and calculations began. A

flooding relation using the Wallis correlation was used as follows for this particular

model:

(j; ) + (; ) = c (2.16)

Where j is the dimensionless volumetric flux (superficial velocity) of the gas

phase and j is the dimensionless volumetric flux of the liquid phase. Here,

c = 0.59 while Wallis predicted c = 1 for horizontal pipes. The difference, the

researchers argued, may have been due to the flow regime map developed.
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Figure 2.7 Flow Regime Map ofCOBRAITRAC.

2.1.8 A.K. Majumdar, A.K. Singhal, L.T. Tam, and J.P. Sursock, 1994

The authors discussed the effects of turbulence on thermal stratification in

the cold leg and downcomer and related their findings to the computer code

PHOENICS, which analyzes flow patterns [17]. The researchers chose to

numerically simulate a circular cold leg, HPI line, and downcomer configuration

from the EPRIJSAI test experiment. Several tests were performed using

PHOENICS where cold leg flow rate and computer meshing were varied.

Majumdar et al. noted that temperatures inside the cold leg were uniform.

Also, recirculation inside the downcomer was observed while this phenomenon

wasn't at first predicted. The authors believed that it was related to the high

temperature differences present along the wall of the downcomer. Furthermore,

they noticed that finer meshing and turbulent effects didn't influence the

predictions. Finally, the investigators compared the results obtained from

PHOENICS with actual measurements and concluded that the downcomer

temperatures were not in agreement. Here, they believed that grid refinement might
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affect the results. Overall, PHOENICS gave good predictions to the phenomenon of

thermal stratification inside the cold leg and downcomer.

2.2 EXISTING ONSET MODELS

2.2.1 General Contribution

In his book titled "Buoyancy Effects in Fluids" (1973) [18], Turner studied,

among other important phenomena, the effects of turbulence in shear flows in

stratified fluids. When a turbulent layer of salt water flowed under a deeper layer of

fresh water, Turner observed that buoyancy effects occurred close to the exit point

of the salty mixture. Because the Richardson number is an important parameter

when dealing with buoyancy effect, but is somewhat generalized, Turner developed

a Richardson number specific to pipes:

PmPoJgos0
Ri = (2.17)

p0 u2

Where p,,1 is the density of the mixed fluid, p0 the density of the ambient fluid, d the

total depth, Othe pipe angle, and U the discharge velocity. It can be noted here that

Turner assumed that the density of the mixed fluid was constant. He didn't include

back flow into the injection line. The author also pointed out that, downstream of

an obstacle, the stratified flow separated and became turbulent.

Baines in 1995 [19], performed an in-depth study on stratified flows. First,

he redefined some important parameters such as the buoyancy frequency, also

known as the Brunt-Väisälä frequency N:

(2.18)
pdz
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Where z is the vertical upward direction. N represents the frequency of vertical

oscillations and is the highest buoyancy-driven frequency present in a fluid.

Then, the author talked about two-layer linear waves and hydraulic jumps

due to small-amplitude perturbations. Baines further discussed the effects of

stratified flow over 2-D obstacles. This chapter provided a model for the onset of

weir wall spillover. For stratified flows, the important parameters were N, U, the

towing speed, and h,?Z, the maximum height of the obstacle. These parameters were

correlated as follows: When combined with large values of the Reynolds

number defined as Re = this factor categorized the behavior of the waves

before and after the obstacles. Baines observed that for small m
, the waves were

U

Nh
propagated far along the lower layer of the stratified flow. For > 2, the

upstream motion became so large that it prevented any motion in the lower layer

prior to the obstacle.

2.2.2 I.R. Wood, 1969

In his paper on lock exchange flows, Wood [20] studied the effects of flow

stratification between two reservoirs for two different types of flows. Two cases

were investigated. First, he considered the flow of a single layer. Two infinite

reservoirs, one with salt water and one with fresh water, are connected through a

gate. Once the gate was removed, the salty water moved under the stationary fresh

water, creating a two-layered fluid. Figure 2.8 [20] shows this type of flow. Here,

Po is the density of the stationary fluid, P' the density of the salty water, b(x) the

contraction with x measured from the centerline, and Y is the depth of the salty

fluid once the gate is removed.
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Figure 2.8 Flow of a Single Layer. (a) Plan. (b) Side View.

The author then derived Bernoulli's equation as follows for inviscid flow:

Q21 (2.19)
2 Ap1g

Where Q' is the discharge in the flowing layer, b1 the average width of contraction

of the salty fluid, and the average depth. If the flow is inviscid, is equal to y'

and b is equal to b1.

Wood then described the problem of viscous boundary layer related to this

model. He explained that there existed a boundary layer between the fluids and the

walls of the reservoirs, and a boundary layer between the two fluids. He derived the

following equation where y is the depth of the flowing layer at any position x:
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(2.20)
1'; 331';

The displacement thickness 5 is defined as follows:

&=yI-1 (2.21)

From equation (2.19), Wood deduced that both boundary layers were

related to the displacement thickness by a factor of 1/3. He concluded that viscous

boundary layers were too important to the problem to be ignored.

Next, he studied the flow of multiple layers assuming inviscid fluids. Here,

each reservoir was composed of two layers as illustrated in Figure 2.9, parts (a) and

(b) [20]: fresh water and salty water of different densities. When the gate was

removed, a system of three layers was formed. The top layer was once again

assumed to be infinite.

He derived once again the Bernoulli's equation for the two flowing layers in

a general sense as follows:

1 p1 (2.22)
2Ap1gbyj

+y1 +1 Ap1
(1+-')y2 =('1+-f?!")Y2 (2.23)

2Ap2g by2 Ap2 Ap2)

From this multiple layers model, the researcher first studied the effects of

no flow in layer 1 (Qi = 0) with, from Figure 2.9.(c) [20], Y1 < Y2. In this case, the

Bernoulli's equation took on the different forms:

( 1+a121
1 P2 (Q22 1 y2Yy2

Ap2g (\bJ i;:i --1-J
(2.24)

Where a12 = The previous equation is for upstream flow while the following
Ap2

is for downstream flow:
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\1/ \2

y ( y2y21 P2 (Q22_ =[(1+a4'1-_ (2.25)2Ap2gbJ Y3 [ Y2J

Then, Wood studied the flow when Y1 > Y2 which happened over time when

the system stabilized itself. Figure 2.9.(d) [20] demonstrates this phenomenon. The

original Bernoulli's equations became:

2

1 (' + + y =1 (2.26)
2Ap1gby1J }

/ 2ip2(Q2 1

2 Ap2g(byJ
--+a12 +(1+a12)y =(1+a12)Y (2.27)

/ Yi / ' 2Where y1 = -' y2 = , and Y2 = -. There are four unknowns present in this
1'l 1'l 1'I

system of equations: Q2, yj', and y. Consequently, two more equations are

needed. Wood defined them as the conditions at the interface between the two salty

layers. The equations were then solved and the velocity of the flowing salty fluid

was obtained.

Wood finished his paper by comparing his theoretical model of the lock

flow exchange to experimental data. There were some problems as to adjust the

contraction width. To accurately reproduce the theory, the contraction had to be

fairly small. However, to maintain low boundary layer effects, the contraction had

to be wide. Both sizes were finally used and the experiment proved more accurate

with a wide contraction. Wood concluded that viscous effects played an important

role in the model as was predicted.
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2.2.3 C.J. Chen and W. Rodi, 1980

In their review on vertical turbulent flows [21], the authors summarized the

existing literature on the subject. First, they identified a few important numbers.

The Reynolds and Grashof numbers are two essential parameters that are closely

related. The Reynolds number is the ratio of inertial to viscous forces and is defined

as follows:

Re =
UQD

(2.28)

Where Uo is the exit mean velocity, D the jet diameter, and v the kinematic

viscosity.

The Grashof number, which is the ratio of buoyant to viscous forces, can be

written as:

G
g(p )J3

(2.29)
p0v2

Where Pa is the ambient density and the exit density. The Reynolds number is

only applicable for non-buoyant jets while the Grashof number only applies to

plumes. Consequently, both numbers are of importance in a turbulent flow where a

jet of colder fluid causes a plume to form, as in the case of cold HPI flow injection

inside a reactor cold leg.

Furthermore, the Froude number is as follows:

Fr2 (2.30)
(PaPø)gD

P0

Then, the researchers defined another important parameter S, which is the

stratification of the medium:

(2.31)
Pa,0 dx



Where Pa,O is the ambient density at the source. The previous equation allows the

stratified flow to be categorized. Indeed, for S < 0, the flow is unstable, S = 0, the

flow is neutral, and S > 0, the flow is stable.

The authors then compared integral and differential methods developed to

predict the flow behavior inside the plume. There are three important regions

related to a buoyant forced flow as seen on Figure 2.10 [21]: a non-buoyant region,

an intermediate region, and a buoyant region. Harris [22] and Kotsovinos [23]

studied the different regions for wide ranges of Froude numbers. They observed

that the larger the Froude number, the larger the non-buoyant region. Furthermore,

limits were imposed on the intermediate region using the dimensionless buoyant jet

length, x1:

0.5<x1 <5

These limits were obtained from experimental data and were therefore independent

of the form of the dimensionless length used. Different researchers developed their

own correlations and observed that the limits weren't modified. Finally, because x1

is related to the Froude number, the limits offer an easy way to determine which

ranges of Froude number to avoid for a particular region. Further studies were

reviewed but had no or little bearing on the phenomenon at hand, namely the onset

of thermal stratification in the reactor cold leg, and were therefore ignored in this

literature review.

Finally, the researchers reviewed the phenomenon of vertical buoyant jets in

a stable and stratified environment. Figure 2.11 [21] shows a representation of this

flow.

The maximum plume height x,, is the most important parameter needed to

be determined. Vehrencamp et al. [24] and Davies [25] performed studies on oil

plumes to establish simple correlations to calculate assuming that the plume is

linearly stratified. The following equation was developed:
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_!
xm = s 2, for the plane case and (2.32)

Po)

1W'
Xm = I

s 8, for an axisymmetric plume. (2.33)
Po)

Where W0 is the initial weight deficit of the plume and S is the stratification

parameter (see Equation 2.31). These equations however do not take into account

the incidence of forced flow. The researcher Morton [26] studied this problem and

deduced that, besides the weight deficit Wo, the initial momentum flux M0 played

an important role. Adding momentum flux proved to reduce XI?! since mixing

occurred at the source. Finally, initial studies by Abraham and Eysink [27] and

Sneck and Brown [25] took into account the change in density at the source due to

mixing. However, Chen and Rodi determined that the data provided was erroneous.

In conclusion, the researchers studied and reviewed all the existing papers

prior to 1980 on the subject of vertical buoyant jets. Only the important highlights

are mentioned here in relation to the current research. Hossain and Rodi [28] in

1982 revisited the models developed here and made a broader contribution to the

problem of vertical buoyant jets by deriving general turbulence model.
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2.2.4 K. Iyer, T.G. Theofanous, 1985

In their paper titled "Flooding-Limited Thermal Mixing: The Case of High-

Froude Number Injection" [29], the investigators analyzed the phenomenon of ioop

flow stagnation during loss of coolant accidents (LOCAs). The stagnant flow was

subject to thermal stratification and fluid backflow into the HPI line. Iyer and

Theofanous presented a study of the aforementioned problems using high Froude

number injections into the cold leg at any orientation. They developed a model

based on the Regional Mixing Model (RMM) and the computer code REMIX.

High Froude number injections are characterized by forceful flows through

relatively small diameter FIPI lines. The suggestion offered by Iyer and Theofanous

was that high Froude numbers injections in any direction would provide enough

mixing in MR1 to deal with counter-current flow constraints. The researchers

developed their model to prove the previous statement using the flooding condition

technique first raised by Wallis. The relationship between the Froude numbers for

the cold (Fr) and hot (Fr11) liquids is used:

Fr2 + Frh2 = 1 (2.34)

This equation means that the two flow streams are influenced by each other's

behaviors and changes in one will affect the other.

Next, an in-depth study of MR1 is performed. The mass and energy balance

equations are expressed as follows:

QHP!PHP! = QP + (2.35)

QHPIPHPIhHP! = Qph + QhPhhh (2.36)

It is now defined that Qh is equal to the entrained flow rate, Qe and that Qe

can be broken into two fractions using a parameter /3. /3Qe is the fraction of the

entrained liquid that flows towards MR1 from the donwcomer while (1-/3)Q is the

fraction of the entrained liquid that flows from the loop seal. A good approximation

for /3 is to set it equal to 0.5, meaning that as much entrainment comes from either
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side of MR1. The entrainment model can now be written as follows for circular

pipes:

(Q11pi + flQ
)2

(/3Qe
)2

A2
2

e Ah
+ = 1 (2.37)gPePh gPcPh

w p W Ph

Where w is the width of the interface.

The researchers then moved on to write the entrainment model using

dimensionless equations. One dimensionless number of interested was defined as:

D

HP!

(2.38)

Where DCL is the cold leg diameter and DHpJ is the diameter of the HPI nozzle. As

D increased (DHpJ decreased), the researchers discovered that the HP! flow

changed from a buoyant to a forceful flow. Iyer and Theofanous compared their

theoretical model to experiments performed at the CREARE 1/5-scale facility and

the Purdue's ½-scale test facility. They concluded that for high Froude numbers,

maximum entrainment is achieved. This entrainment was only limited by a

flooding criterion at the cold leg exit.
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3 DESCRIPTION OF OSU EXPERIMENTS

This chapter gives an overview of the APEX-CE and SETL facilities and

the tests performed for this research.

3.1 APEX EXPERIMENT

The APEX-CE thermal hydraulic test facility located at Oregon State

University models a 2x4 loop configuration of the Combustion Engineering design.

The scaled facility is a replica of the Palisades Nuclear Power Plant located in

Michigan. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic the APEX-CE facility.

oolan

APEX-CE
PTS Experiment

Figure 3.1 Overview of the APEX-CE Facility.
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The APEX-CE facility is a 1/4 length and 1/276 volume scale facility. Also,

it is a low-pressure integral systems design. It can operate at a pressure of 2.76 MPa

(400 psia) and at a maximum core power of 650 kW.

High Pressure Safety Injection (HPSI) lines and Reactor Coolant Pumps

(RCPs) incorporated to loop seals have been added to the system. At the start of the

loop seal on each cold leg, a weir wall is built-in to duplicate the Palisades design

to prevent complete drainage of the cold legs. Also, the following thermal

instrumentations were included to examine the conditions in the downcomer: fifty

thermocouples and three heat flux meters. Furthermore, all of the AP600 passive

safety systems (accumulators, Core Make-Up Tanks (CMTs), and Passive Residual

Heat Removal (PRHR) system) have been disconnected from the original APEX

design. The pressurizer is connected to one of the two hot legs. Lastly, the Reserve

Water Storage Tank (RWST) is connected to the safety injection lines.

Finally, the Palisades design has two different cold leg configurations. Cold

legs 1 and 4 have an internal HPSI connection while cold legs 2 and 3 have an

external HPSI connection. The APEX design as seen on Figure 3.2, however,

models all cold legs with an internal connection. Finally, cold legs 1 and 3 are

connected to steam generator 1 and hot leg 1 while cold legs 2 and 4 are connected

to steam generator 2 and hot leg 2.
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Figure 3.2 APEX Cold Leg Geometry.

3.2 SETL EXPERIMENT

A scaled model of the cold leg and HPSI configuration for the Palisades

plant has been built at Oregon State University for the purpose of visualizing the

thermal stratification effects in the cold leg. The Separate Effects Transparent Loop

(SETL) models the configuration of a single cold leg with clear plastic PVC and

closely simulates the APEX-CE geometry.

The transparent loop is composed of a cold leg, loop seal, HPSI nozzle, and

a large tank simulating the reactor pressure vessel. A system of valves and pipes

connects all the previous components. Finally, a smaller tank is connected to the

injection line. Figure 3.3 is a photograph of the actual SETL setup and identifies

the pertinent components.
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Figure 3.3 Flow Visualization Loop.

APEX-CE uses a 3.5-inch schedule 40 pipe to model the cold leg. However,

due to availability, the SETL facility uses a 4.0-inch schedule 40 pipe. The

horizontal section of the cold leg from the weir wall to the center of the HPSI

nozzle is 0.381 m (15.0 in) long. A 45-degree angle is located 0.470 m (18.5 in)

away from the center of the HPSI nozzle. From the center of the bend to the tank,

the last section of the cold leg is 0.41275 m (16.25 in). These measurements were

directly taken from APEX-CE. In the original APEX-CE, the 45-degree bend is

actually a nicely curved elbow. Here, the bend is sharp due to the reduced cost of

using two pieces of straight PVC pipes instead of a curved pipe. The inside of the

bend is nevertheless smooth. Fresh water at room temperature and a density of

1000.00 kg/rn3 is used to simulate cold leg water. Finally, the drain of the tank used

as reactor vessel is located 0.1524 m (6 in) above the cold leg exit to ensure that the

cold leg is always full.



The HPSI line is a side injection at a 60-degree angle. An injection pump

with a magnetic flow is used to simulate different flow rates from 1.9E-05 to

1.767E-03 m3/s (0.3 to 28 gprn) with a regulation of 1.9E-05 to 1.58E-04 m3/s (0.3

to 2.5 gpm). The injection line is connected to a 55-gallon drum containing a salt-

water mixture with a Sodium Fluoroscene dye to simulate cold injection fluid.

Figure 3.4 shows the HPSI configuration with injection of the dyed liquid.

The mixture is at room temperature and has a density of 1153.30 kg/rn3. The

yellowish dye doesn't affect the mixture and serves the sole purpose of visually

distinguishing between the two fluids. In the APEX-CE design, the cold leg and

HPSI fluids are at different temperatures. Here, the original temperatures cannot be

maintained without melting the PVC plastic. Instead, two different solutions are

used: fresh water and salty water. These fluids provide the density difference

needed to simulate the temperature difference in the actual system.

The salty mixture goes through a horizontal 0.1016-rn (4-inch) long pipe

and a ball valve. The solution can either be injected or sent back to the tank through

a recirculation line. This bypass line provides mixing and adjustment. Indeed, the

system would not throttle the flow low enough.

The loop seal is located at the end of the long stretch of cold leg. A 0.0254-

m (1-inch) weir wall is placed in front. The ioop seal is composed of 45-degree

bended pipes. Here, the elbows are smooth. The ioop seal is connected to a pump

that can simulate normal condition inside the APEX-CE design. When the pump is

turned off, the system is stagnant. Figure 3.5 shows a top view of system

configuration.

Finally, Table 3.1 summarizes the different important dimensions for the

SETL facility.
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Figure 3.4 HPSI Geometry.

Figure 3.5 Top View of Separate Effects Transparent Loop Setup.



Table 3.1 SETL Dimensions

Dimensions
Important Components SI English
Cold Leg ID 10.23 cm 4.026 in
Distance of RCP weir wall to CLIHPI junction 38.10cm 15.00 in
Distance from CJJHPI junction to 45-degree bend 46.99cm 18.50 in
Distance from 45-degree bend to Discharge Tank 41.28 cm 16.25 in
HPIID 3.51cm 1.38in
Maximum HPI flow rate 106 Umin 28 gpm
Maximum HPI fluid velocity 1.829 m/s 6.00 ft/s
Masimum CL flow rate 757 Urn 200 gpm
Maximum density ratio 0.165 0.165
Maximum FrHPI at maximum density ratio 7.68 7.68

Maximum FrHPICL at maximum density ratio 0.53 0.53
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4 MODEL DEVELOPMENT

This section presents a model developed to estimate the hot stream

entrainment in the presence of thermal stratification in the cold leg. This model also

served as the basis for evaluating the onset of weir wall spillover. These models

will now be discussed in greater details. Test descriptions and results established

on the models described here will be reviewed in the following chapters.

4.1 HOT STREAM ENTRAINMENT MODEL

The problem of thermal stratification has been extensively studied as seen

in Chapter 2. A new approach was taken here to describe the phenomenon as it

unfolded in the Palisades plant. Figure 4.1 shows a diagram of the problem to

solve. From this illustration, it can be noted that several variables are involved in

the present model. A complete list of these variables is located in the Nomenclature

at the beginning of this paper.

The closed volume around the reactor cold leg, from the downcomer to the

weir wall location, was divided into two obvious regions (Regions 1 and 2), each

divided into two sub regions with the interfacial area between the two fluids as a

boundary. Additionally, ambient fluid backflow into the HPI line was assumed as

seen on Figure 4.2. Consequently, a mixture density PM was formed and diverged

from the HPI's initial density of PHPI. Furthermore, entrainment only materialized

from the downcomer side and was understood to be identical to the flow rate of the

lighter (warmer) fluid. Only one symbol, QE, was therefore used.
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[
Cold g

REGION 2 REGION1

IPHPI
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AM,

QM Hf
PM

Weir Wall

Figure 4.1 Theoretical Model for the Onset of Thermal Stratification.

Figure 4.2 Ambient Fluid Backflow into the HPI Line.
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The four defining areas as seen in Figure 4.1 were defined as follows.

Region 1: Weir wall side:

AML =(øH sin (4.1)

A1101 =.irR2 AML (4.2)

Where AMI is the flow area of the mixed HPI fluid at the bottom of the cold leg,

AHOT! the flow area of the lighter fluid, R the radius of the cold leg, and Ø is

defined as:

(RH'
0H = 2 arcco (4.3)R)

Where H is the height of the liquid at the location of the weir wall.

Region 2: Downcomer side:

AM2 =---(øh sinøh) (4.4)

AHQT2 = izR2 AM2 (4.5)

Where AM2 is the area of the mixed HPI fluid on the downcomer side, AHOn the

flow area of the warmer fluid, and qi is defined as:

(Rh"
øh =2arccosl I (4.6)R)

Where h is the height of the mixed liquid at the downcomer side.

Two dimensionless numbers were then acquired using area fractions as

follows:

cxh
AT2

(4.7)



Where A is defined as the total area:
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aM
A

(4.8)

A=.nR2 (4.9)

The following relationship between the two dimensionless numbers was verified:

+ 1 (4.10)

The next step was to derive a mass balance equation around the closed

volume such as:

PM QM = PHOTQE + PHP/QHP/ (4.11)

Here, QE represented the entrainment flow rate including backflow observed in the

HPI line. This phenomenon was first not considered in the model but a simple test

with the SETL facility proved otherwise. This test was performed to ensure that the

facility worked properly. For different QHP1, it was indeed observed that there was

backflow into the HPI line, as seen on Figure 4.2, and this had to be taken into

account in the model being developed. However, a model for QE had yet to be

determined so the following simple relationship between QE and QHPI was

established to link the two without having to know QE'S real value:

QE

HP!

(4.12)

For different values of , conclusions were drawn about the behavior of the system.

For instance, for < 1, there was more injection into the cold leg than entrainment.

For = 1, as much injection as entrainment occurred, and for > 1, there was more

entrainment. By specifying QE could be empirically determined since QHPJ would

be manually varied during testing. The mass balance equation was then rewritten

as:
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PMQM = PHOT'QHP! + PHpIQHPI (4.13)

The two unknowns here were PM and QM. A relationship for QM was set up as

follows:

QM
QHP! (PHOT' + p,1) (4.14)

PM

Another variable was defined as:

PHOT+PHPI (4.15)
PM

Now, equation (4.14) was simplified:

QM =YQHPI (4.16)

Furthermore, an equation based on the lock exchange principle [201 was

acquired:

(QHPI/AHOT2Y (QM/AM2)2 =1 (4.17)
AlloT2 Ap + AM2 Pg

PHOT
g

Where Ap and WM2 are respectively defined as:

AP=PM-PHOT (4.18)

WM2 = 2Rsin[J (4.19)

Using the foregoing relations, equation (4.17) was rewritten:

(QHP! /ah A)2 (V'QHPJ /aM A)2
= 1 (4.20)

ahA Ap + aMAAp
W/

After a few algebraic steps, the previous equation reduced to:



QHP!/A 12
I -_ +

,g !a( A PMPHOT
WM2 PHOT ) "

The following Froude number was then defined:

FrHPJM =

Equation (4.21) then became:

QHP!IA

-y

3 PHOT
aM

PM

I A PMPHOTIg-
WM2 P110

FrHPIM =
ah 3 PHOT

aM
PM
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(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)

The only unknown in this model was . The term PM was also unknown but was

determined during testing. The entrainment rate QE could however only be derived

after running a series of tests on the SETL facility and observing the entrainment

behavior. The entrainment model is therefore a problem of its own and requires an

independent study that will not be carried in this research. Consequently, only a

trend for could be determined using different values of PM.

Furthermore, Equation (4.23) became the foundation for the model for onset

of weir wall spillover. Also, it is important to note that Equations (4.13) and (4.23)

do not take into account the fluid behavior in Region 1. Since entrainment was

assumed from the downcomer side, only Region 2 was of interest here.
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4.2 MODEL FOR THE ONSET OF WEIR WALL SPILLOVER

In order to apply the previous model to the one of weir wall spillover, the

following had to hold true:

h=H (4.24)

Indeed, to solve Equation (4.23) for the onset of weir wall spillover, it was assumed

that the height of the mixed liquid on the downcomer side had to be the same as the

height of the liquid at the weir wall location for any QHPI. In order to solve the

model for the onset of weir wall spillover, the entrainment model needs to be

known. However, as was aforementioned, only a dimensionless relation between

QE and QHPI is used here. Onset of weir wall spillover can only be derived with an

adequate entrainment model.



5 COLD LEG THERMAL STRATIFICATION TEST RESULTS

Tests were performed on both the APEX-CE and SETL facilities to evaluate

the problem of thermal stratification in the cold leg. Earlier tests at the Purdue

facility will also be examined here. These tests will provide a basis to ensure the

equations derived in the previous chapter work for a different facility. This

assessment will be performed in Chapter 6.

Two cases were examined here regarding the problem of thermal

stratification: stagnant and natural circulation loop conditions. Both do not take into

account loop seal spillover. This problem will be examined in Chapter 7.

5.1 STAGNANT LOOP CONDITIONS WITHOUT LOOP SEAL
SPILLOVER

The Purdue's ½-scale facility [111 is a cold leg-downcomer-lower plenum

configuration. A salt solution was used as the HPI medium. The resulting density

difference simulated the appropriate temperature observed difference in a typical

PWR plant. The main difference between the Purdue and Palisades/APEX

configurations is that Purdue uses a top HPI line.

5.1.1 Purdue Test Results

Two series of tests were performed on the Purdue facility. Both used hot

film and conductivity probes located along the cold leg and inside the downcomer.

The hot film probes were used to measure the fluids velocities (Tests O-1V and 0-

2V) while the conductivity probes were used to measure the concentrations (Tests

0-iC and 0-2C). The probes were gradually raised and then lowered every 5-6

seconds in twelve steps.



The main distinction between the two sets of tests was that different Froude

numbers were used. In the first series (Tests 0-1V and 0-iC), the Froude number

was very low, about 0.22, which resulted in significant fluid backflow into the HPI

line. In the second series (Tests 0-2V and 0-2C), the Froude number was doubled,

about 0.44, which then yielded less fluid backflow. Finally, the HPI flow rate was

varied between both sets. Table 5.1 gives a summary of the different tests run on

the Purdue facility.

Table 5.1 Purdue Test Conditions.

Test 0-1 Test 0-2

0-1 C 0-1 V 0-2 C 0-2 V

QHPI (m3Is) 0.650E-03 0.637E-03 1 .337E-03 1 .274E-03

PHPI (kg/rn3) 1097 1094 1097 1094

Fr11p1 0.221 0.220 0.456 0.441

Run Time
(s)

1000 1000 500 500

The different tests provided an extensive set of results displayed in the

report's Appendix B [11]. The results pertinent to this research dealt with the cold

leg concentrations and velocities at the different locations along the cold leg

diameter.

A simple mass balance was performed on the Purdue results to ensure they

were not erroneous. Because velocities were obtained during the tests, the

following mass balance equation was applied, using the notation from Figure 4.1:

rnHPI +rnHOT2 M2 =0 (5.1)
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However, so as not to confuse the two configurations, the following notation will

be used in this mass balance verification:

+ '11LOWER = 0 (5.2)

Where mUPPER is the mass flow rate of the upper layer and rnLOWER the mass flow

rate of the lower layer. Equation (5.2) expands into:

QHP! PHp, + AUPPER P UPPER VUPPER ALOWER PLOWER VLOWER = 0 (5.3)

Where A UPPER is the flow area of the upper layer and is determined using Equation

(4.5), PUPPER is the average density of the upper layer (from Tests 0-iC and 0-2C),

VUPPER the average velocity of the upper layer (from Tests 0-1V and 0-2V),ALOWER

the flow area of the lower layer and is determined using Equation (4.4), PLOWER and

VLQWER the average density and velocity respectively of the lower layer (from Tests

0-ic and 0-1V and 0-2C and 0-2V).

The average densities and velocities were determined as follows. First, a

particular time slot was identified, either a full set of withdrawal results or a full set

of insertion results. The corresponding Y/D was then used to find H, the height of

the lower layer (the interface height). It was sometimes difficult to identify the

interface height because it often occurred between two defined points. Then, the

densities from the bottom of the cold leg up to and including H were averaged to

determine the lower layer density while the rest was averaged to calculate the upper

layer density. The densities had first been computed from the concentrations values

(in weight %) with the following equation:

P WATERP( (5.4)
1conc')

\ 100)

Where PWATER is equal to 1000 kglm3.
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The same averaging procedure was used to find the different velocities. The

process was repeated several times over the test length so as to obtain accurate

results.

Finally, was also determined since all the necessary values were known:

VUPPERAUPPER
(5.5)

QHP!

Tables 5.2 through 5.5 give the results for the mass balance and found for

both tests. Because it was difficult to assign a specific value to the interface height,

the tables present upper and lower limits and the results associated with both limits.

Tables 5.2 and 5.3 give the results for Test 0-1 and Tables 5.4 and 5.5 for test 0-2.

It can be noted that the mass balance worked fairly well for all sets of data,

which meant that the results obtained during the Purdue tests were not erroneous.

The discrepancies may have risen from the fact that it was sometimes difficult to

determine the interface height. Figures 5.1 to 5.8 show the Purdue plots of y/D

versus density or velocity for each time period for Test 0-1 and Figures 5.9 to 5.14

show the same plots for Test 0-2.
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Table 5.2 Upper Limit on Mass Balance for Purdue Test 0-1.

Test # Run 0-1
Cold Leg Diameter 0.343 m

Cold Leg Radius = 0.1715 m

Cold Leg Flow Area = 0.0924 m2

Concentration Density Velocity
Time Period: 242-299 s YID s Wt % kg/rn3 cm/s
Y/D = 0.222 0.074 2.58 1026.48 10.862

Interface Height = 0.076146 m 0.148 2.616 1026.86 11.178
1.9625 0.222 2.491 1025.55 10.234

LowerLayerp= 1026.30 kg/rn3 0.296 2.486 1025.49 8.109

LowerLayerVa= 0.1076 rn/s 0.37 2.206 1022.56 3.911

Lower Layer Flow Area = 0.0153 m2 0.444 1.45 1014.71 1.705
Lower Mass Flow Rate = 1.69 kg/s 0.519 1.283 1013.00 3.567

UpperLayerpa= 1014.43 kg/rn3 0.593 1.148 1011.61 2.09

UpperLayerV= 0.0393 rn/s 0.667 1.213 1012.28 3.945

Upper Layer FlowArea= 0.0771 m2 0.741 1.152 1011.65 3.614
Upper Mass Flow Rate= 3.07 kg/s 0.815 1.017 1010.27 4.443

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 6.370E-04 m3/s 0.889 0.822 1008.29 3.962

Injected Fluid Density = 1094.0 kg/rn3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 6.969E-01 kg/s
Mass Balance = 2.084E00
QEIQHP1 = 4.756

Concentration Density Velocity
Time Period: 402-459 S Y/D $ Wt % kg/rn3 cm/s
Y/D = 0.444 0.074 3.006 1030.99 9.81

Interface Height= 0.152292 rn 0.148 2.852 1029.36 10.147
cj 2.9171 0.222 2.812 1028.93 9.173

LowerLayerpa= 1027.69 kg/rn4 0.296 2.749 1028.27 7.697

Lower Layer Va= 0.074295 fl)/S 0.37 2.575 1026.43 5.737

LowerLayer FlowArea= 0.0396 m2 0.444 2.166 1022.14 2.013
Lower Mass Flow Rate= 3.03 kg/s 0.519 1.904 1019.41 3.357

UpperLayerp= 1017.75 kg/rn3 0.593 2.035 1020.77 5.91

UpperLayerV= 0.0451 rn/S 0.667 1.904 1019.41 5.867

Upper Layer FlowArea= 0.0528 m2 0.741 1.505 1015.28 4.354
Upper Mass Flow Rate= 2.4221 kg/s 0.815 1.533 1015.57 2.721

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 6.370E-04 m3/s 0.889 1.581 1016.06 4.848

Injected Fluid Density = 1094.0 kg/rn3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 6.969E-01 kg/s
Mass Balance = 9349E-02

°E'0HPt = 3.736
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Table 5.2 Upper Limit on Mass Balance for Purdue Test 0-1 (Continued).

Concentration Density Velocity
Time Period: 556-613 s Y/D $ Wt % kg/rn3 cm/s
Y/D = 0.519 0.074 3.389 1035.08 11.822
Interface Height = 0.178017 m 0.148 3.347 1034.63 12.421

3.2176 0.222 3.287 1033.99 11.549

LowerLayerpa= 1032.63 kg/ma 0.296 3.283 1033.94 11.119

Lower Layer Vavg = 0.082184286 mIs 0.37 3.193 1032.98 5.758

Lower Layer FlowArea= 0.0484 m2 0.444 3.038 1031.33 1.512
Lower Mass Flow Rate = 4.11 kg/s 0.519 2.58 1026.48 3.348
UpperLayerpavg= 1021.46 kg/rn 0.593 2.188 1022.37 4.04

Upper Layer Vag= 0.0302 rn/s 0.667 2.16 1022.08 4.441

Upper Layer FlowArea= 0.0440 m2 0.741 2.018 1020.60 2.056
Upper Mass Flow Rate = 1.3547 kg/s 0.815 2.041 1020.84 2.472
Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 6.370E-04 m3/s 0.889 2.098 1021.43 2.074
Injected Fluid Density = 1094.0 kg/rn3
Injected Mass Flow Rate = 6.969E-01 kg/s
Mass Balance = -2.059E00
0E'°HPI = 2.082

Concentration Density Velocity
Time Period: 778-835 s Y/D s Wt % kg/m3 cm/s
YID = 0.296 0.074 3.818 1039.70 10.644
Interface Height = 0.101528 rn 0.148 3.823 1039.75 10.878

2.3011 0.222 3.752 1038.98 10.589

LowerLayerpa= 1039.03 kg/rn 0.296 3.633 1037.70 10.016

Lower Layer Vavg= 0.1053175 rn/s 0.37 3.517 1036.45 5.374

Lower Layer Flow Area= 0.0229 m2 0.444 3.121 1032.22 1.863
Lower Mass Flow Rate = 2.50 kg/s 0.519 2.961 1030.51 1.016
Upper Layer pavg= 1030.15 kg/rn 0.593 2.746 1028.24 2.095

Upper Layer Vav5= 0.0338 rn/s 0.667 2.717 1027.93 3.781

Upper Layer Flow Area = 0.0695 rn2 0.741 2.748 1028.26 4.315
Upper Mass Flow Rate = 2.41 96 kg/s 0.815 2.794 1028.74 4.956
Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 6.370E-04 m3/s 0.889 2.807 1028.88 3.63
Injected Fluid Density = 1094.0 kg/rn3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 6.969E-01 kg/s
Mass Balance = 6.124E-01

OE/OHPI = 3.687



Table 5.3 Lower Limit on Mass Balance for Purdue Test 0-1.

Test#RunO-1
Cold Leg Diameter = 0.343 m
ColdLegRadius= 0.1715 m

Cold Leg Flow Area = 0.0924 m2

Concentration Density Velocity
Time Period: 242-299 s Y/D $ Wt % kg/rn3 cm/s
Y/D = 0.296 0.074 2.58 1026.48 10.862
Interface Height= 0.101528 m 0.148 2.616 1026.86 11.178
(f) 2.3011 0.222 2.491 1025.55 10.234

LowerLayerpa= 1026.10 kg/rn3 0.296 2.486 1025.49 8.109

Lower Layer Vavg= 0.1010 rn/s 0.37 2.206 1022.56 3.911

Lower Layer Flow Area= 0.0229 m2 0.444 1.45 1014.71 1.705
Lower Mass Flow Rate= 2.37 kg/s 0.519 1.283 1013.00 3.567

Upper Layer Pavg= 1013.05 kg/rn3 0.593 1.148 1011.61 2.09

UpperLayerV= 0.0340 rn/s 0.667 1.213 1012.28 3.945

Upper Layer FlowArea= 0.0695 m2 0.741 1.152 1011.65 3.614
Upper Mass Flow Rate = 2.40 kg/s 0.815 1.017 1010.27 4.443

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 6.370E-04 m3/s 0.889 0.822 1008.29 3.962

Injected Fluid Density = 1094.0 kg/rn3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 6.969E-01 kg/s
Mass Balance = 7.240E-01

°EI0HPI = 3.716

Concentration Density Velocity
Time Period: 402-459 s Y/D $ Wt % kg/rn3 cm/s
Y/D = 0.519 0.074 3.006 1030.99 9.81

Interface Height = 0.178017 rn 0.148 2.852 1029.36 10.147
3.2176 0.222 2.812 1028.93 9.173

LowerLayerp8= 1026.50 kg/rn3 0.296 2.749 1028.27 7.697

Lower Layer Vavg 0.06847714 rn/s 0.37 2.575 1026.43 5.737

Lower Layer Flow Area = 0.0484 m2 0.444 2.166 1022.14 2.013
Lower Mass Flow Rate= 3.40 kg/s 0.519 1.904 1019.41 3.357

Upper Layer pa= 1017.42 kg/rn3 0.593 2.035 1020.77 5.91

UpperLayerV= 0.0474 rn/s 0.667 1.904 1019.41 5.867

Upper Layer Flow Area = 0.0440 rn2 0.741 1.505 1015.28 4.354
Upper Mass Flow Rate = 2.1203 kg/s 0.815 1.533 1015.57 2.721

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 6.370E-04 rn3/s 0.889 1.581 1016.06 4.848
Injected Fluid Density = 1094.0 kg/rn3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 6.969E-01 kg/s
Mass Balance = -5.875E-01

QE'QHPI = 3.272
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Table 5.3 Lower Limit on Mass Balance for Purdue Test 0-1 (Continued).

Concentration Density Velocity
Time Period: 556-613 s Y/D s Wt % kg/rn3 crn/s
Y/D = 0.593 0.074 3.389 1035.08 11.822
Interface Height = 0.203399 m 0.148 3.347 1034.63 12.421

3.5158 0.222 3.287 1033.99 11.549

LowerLayerpa= 1031.35 kg/mi 0.296 3.283 1033.94 11.119

Lower Layer Va,g= 0.07696125 rn/s 0.37 3.193 1032.98 5.758

LowerLayer FlowArea= 0.0571 m2 0.444 3.038 1031.33 1.512
Lower Mass Flow Rate = 4.53 kg/s 0.519 2.58 1026.48 3.348

UpperLayerpayg= 1021.23 kg/rn 0.593 2.188 1022.37 4.04

Upper Layer Va= 0.0276 rn/s 0.667 2.16 1022.08 4.441

Upper Layer Flow Area = 0.0353 rn2 0.741 2.018 1020.60 2.056
Upper Mass Flow Rate = 0.9959 kg/s 0.815 2.041 1020.84 2.472

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 6.370E-04 rn3/s 0.889 2.098 1021.43 2.074

Injected Fluid Density = 1094.0 kg/rn3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 6.969E-01 kg/s
Mass Balance = -2.838E+00

QE/OHPI = 1.531

Concentration Density Velocity
Time Period: 778-835 s Y/D $ Wt % kg/rn3 cm/s
Y/D = 0.37 0.074 3.818 1039.70 10.644
Interface Height = 0.12691 rn 0.148 3.823 1039.75 10.878

2.6155 0.222 3.752 1038.98 10.589

LowerLayerpa= 1038.52 kg/rn 0.296 3.633 1037.70 10.016

LowerLayerVa= 0.095002 rn/s 0.37 3.517 1036.45 5.374

Lower Layer FlowArea= 0.0311 rn2 0.444 3.121 1032.22 1.863
Lower Mass Flow Rate = 3.07 kg/s 0.519 2.961 1030.51 1.016
Upper Layer Pay9 = 1029.25 kg/rn 0.593 2.746 1028.24 2.095

UpperLayerV= 0.0309 rn/s 0.667 2.717 1027.93 3.781

Upper Layer FlowArea= 0.0613 rn2 0.741 2.748 1028.26 4.315
Upper Mass Flow Rate = 1.9526 kg/s 0.815 2.794 1028.74 4.956

Injected Volurnetric Flow Rate = 6.370E-04 rn3/s 0.889 2.807 1028.88 3.63

Injected Fluid Density = 1094.0 kg/rn3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 6.969E-01 kg/s
Mass Balance = -4.170E-01

QEIOHPI = 2.978
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Density Profile for Test 0-i (Time Period 242-299)
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Figure 5.1 Density Profile for Test 0-1 (242-299s).

Density Profile for Test 0-1 (Time Period 402-459)
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Figure 5.2 Density Profile for Test 0-1 (402-459s).
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Density Profile for Test 0-1 (Time Period 556-613)
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Figure 5.3 Density Profile for Test 0-1 (556-613s).

Density Profile for Test 0-1 (Time Period 778-835)
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Figure 5.4 Density Profile for Test 0-1 (778-835s).



Velocity Profile for Test 0-1 (Time Period 242-299)
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Figure 5.5 Velocity Profile for Test 0-1 (242-299s).

Velocity Profile for Test 0-1 (Time Period 402-459)
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Figure 5.6 Velocity Profile for Test 0-1 (402-459s).
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Velocity Profile for Test 0-1 (Time Period 556-613)
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Figure 5.7 Velocity Profile for Test 0-1 (556-613s).

Velocity Profile for Test 0-1 (Tinw Period 778-835)
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Figure 5.8 Velocity Profile for Test 0-1 (778-835s).



Table 5.4 Upper Limit on Mass Balance for Purdue Test 0-2.

Test # Run 0-2
Cold Leg Diameter = 0.343 m

Cold Leg Radius = 0.1715 m

Cold Leg Flow Area = 0.0924 m2

Concentrations Density Velocity
Time Period: 235-292 s Y/D Wt % kg/rn3 cm/s
Y/D = 0.444 0.074 3.948 1041.10 17.608
Interface Height = 0.152292 m 0.148 3.906 1040.65 18.23

2.9171 0.222 3.791 1039.40 16.559
LowerLayerp= 1037.37 kg/md 0.296 3.756 1039.03 14.794

LowerLayerV= 0.1285 m/s 0.37 3.496 1036.23 7.91

LowerLayer FlowArea= 0.0396 rn2 0.444 2.708 1027.83 2.02
Lower Mass Flow Rate= 5.28 kg/s 0.519 2.136 1021.83 10.707
Upper Layer p= 1019.12 kg/ma 0.593 1.932 1019.70 4.206

Upper Layer Va= 0.0513 m/s 0.667 1.712 1017.42 3.448

UpperLayerFlowArea= 0.0528 m2 0.741 1.846 1018.81 4.122
Upper Mass Flow Rate= 2.76 kg/s 0.815 1.805 1018.38 4.33
Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 1.274E-03 m3/s 0.889 1.826 1018.60 3.995
Injected Fluid Density = 1094.0 kg/rn3
Injected Mass Flow Rate = 1 .394E+00 kg/s
Mass Balance = -1.128E00
QE'QHPI 2.127

Concentrations Density Velocity
Time Period: 314-371 s Y/D Wt% kg/rn3 cm/s
Y/D= 0.593 0.889 1.955 1019.94 3.902
Interface Height = 0.203399 m 0.815 2.142 1021.89 4.659

3.5158 0.741 2.195 1022.44 3.86
LowerLayerp= 1036.71 kg/m 0.667 2.192 1022.41 4.035

Lower Layer V= 0.10559 m/s 0.593 2.546 1026.13 5.209

LowerLayer FlowArea= 0.0571 m2 0.519 2.584 1026.53 2.083
Lower Mass Flow Rate = 6.25 kg/s 0.444 2.807 1028.88 2.29
Upper Layer p= 1021.67 kg/ms 0.37 3.331 1034.46 11.522

UpperLayerV= 0.0411 rn/s 0.296 3.984 1041.49 13.715

Upper Layer FlowArea= 0.0353 m2 0.222 4.184 1043.67 16.036
Upper Mass Flow Rate = 1.4847 kg/s 0.148 4.281 1044.72 17.668

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 1.274E-03 m3/s 0.074 4.565 1047.83 15.949

Injected Fluid Density = 1097.0 kg/rn3
Injected Mass Flow Rate = 1 .398E+OO kg/s
Mass Balance = -3.366E+00

OEIOHPI 1.141
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Table 5.4 Upper Limit on Mass Balance for Purdue Test 0-2 (Continued).

Concentrations Density Velocity
Time Period: 470-527 s YID Wt % kg/rn3 cm/s
Y/D = 0.593 0.889 2.851 1029.35 4.87
Interface Height = 0.203399 m 0.815 2.894 1029.80 2.284

3.51 58 0.741 2.95 1030.40 2.585

LowerLayerp= 1042.23 kg/rn3 0.667 2.96 1030.50 3.515

Lower Layer Va= 0.06943 rn/s 0.593 3.052 1031.48 2.818

Lower Layer FlowArea= 0.0571 m2 0.519 3.129 1032.30 2.151

Lower Mass Flow Rate= 4.13 kg/s 0.444 3.342 1034.58 1.458

UpperLayerp= 1030.01 kg/mi 0.37 3.968 1041.32 3.162

UpperLayerV= 0.0331 rn/s 0.296 4.537 1047.53 10.592

Upper Layer Flow Area = 0.0353 rn2 0.222 4.733 1049.68 11.352
Upper Mass Flow Rate = 1.2055 kg/s 0.148 4.765 1050.03 11.209

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 1.274E-03 m3/s 0.074 4.845 1050.92 12.802

Injected Fluid Density = 1097.0 kg/rn3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 1 .398E+00 kg/s
Mass Balance = -1 .527E+00

QEIQHPI = 0.919

Table 5.5 Lower Limit on Mass Balance for Purdue Test 0-2.

Test # Run 0-2
Cold Leg Diameter = 0.343 m
Cold Leg Radius = 0.1715 m

Cold Leg Flow Area = 0.0924 rn2

Concentrations Density Velocity
Time Period: 235-292 S Y/D Wt % kg/rn3 cm/s
Y/D= 0.519 0.074 3.948 1041.10 17.608
Interface Height = 0.178017 m 0.148 3.906 1040.65 18.23

3.2176 0.222 3.791 1039.40 16.559
Lower Layer 1035.15 kg/rn 0.296 3.756 1039.03 14.794

Lower Layer V= 0.1255 rn/s 0.37 3.496 1036.23 7.91

LowerLayer FlowArea= 0.0484 rn2 0.444 2.708 1027.83 2.02
Lower Mass Flow Rate= 6.29 kg/s 0.519 2.136 1021.83 10.707
Upper Layer p= 1018.58 kg/ms 0.593 1.932 1019.70 4.206

UpperLayerV= 0.0402 rn/s 0.667 1.712 1017.42 3.448

Upper Layer Flow Area= 0.0440 m2 0.741 1.846 1018.81 4.122
Upper Mass Flow Rate = 1.80 kg/s 0.815 1.805 1018.38 4.33

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 1.274E-03 rn3/s 0.889 1.826 1018.60 3.995
Injected Fluid Density = 1094.0 kg/rn3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 1 .394E00 kg/s
Mass Balance = -3.097E00
QE'QHPt 1.387
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Table 5.5 Lower Limit on Mass Balance for Purdue Test 0-2 (Continued).

Concentrations Density velocity
Time Period: 314-371 s Y/D Wt % kg/rn3 cm/s
Y/D= 0.667 0.889 1.955 1019.94 3.902
Interface Height = 0.228781 m 0.815 2.142 1021.89 4.659

3.8227 0.741 2.195 1022.44 3.86
LowerLayerp= 1035.12 kg/ms 0.667 2.192 1022.41 4.035

Lower Layer Va = 0.098341111 rn/s 0.593 2.546 1026.13 5.209

LowerLayer FlowArea= 0.0655 m2 0.519 2.584 1026.53 2.083
Lower Mass Flow Rate = 6.67 kg/s 0.444 2.807 1028.88 2.29
Upper Layer p= 1021.42 kg/rn 0.37 3.331 1034.46 11.522

Upper Layer Va= 0.0414 rn/s 0.296 3.984 1041.49 13.715

Upper Layer Flow Area = 0.0269 m2 0.222 4.184 1043.67 16.036
Upper Mass Flow Rate= 1.1387 kg/s 0.148 4.281 104472 17.668

Injected volumetric Flow Rate = 1.274E-03 rn3/s 0.074 4.565 1047.83 15.949

Injected Fluid Density = 1097.0 kg/rn3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 1 .398E-i-00 kg/s
Mass Balance = -4.129E00
0E'0HPI = 0.875

Concentrations Density velocity
Time Period: 470-527 s Y/D Wt % kg/rn3 cm/s
Y/D = 0.667 0.889 2.851 1029.35 4.87
Interface Height = 0.228781 m 0.815 2.894 1029.80 2.284

3.8227 0.741 2.95 1030.40 2.585
LowerLayerpQ= 1040.93 kg/rn 0.667 2.96 1030.50 3.515

Lower Layer Vavg 0.065621111 rn/s 0.593 3.052 1031.48 2.818

Lower Layer Flow Area= 0.0655 m2 0.519 3.129 1032.30 2.151
Lower Mass Flow Rate = 4.47 kg/s 0.444 3.342 1034.58 1.458
Upper Layer pa= 1029.85 kg/mi 0.37 3.968 1041.32 3.162

UpperLayerV= 0.0325 rn/s 0.296 4.537 1047.53 10.592

Upper Layer Flow Area = 0.0269 m2 0.222 4.733 1049.68 11.352
Upper Mass Flow Rate= 0.9002 kg/s 0.148 4.765 1050.03 11.209
Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 1.274E-03 rn3/s 0.074 4.845 1050.92 12.802
Injected Fluid Density = 1097.0 kg/rn3
Injected Mass Flow Rate = 1.398E+00 kg/s
Mass Balance = -2.175E+00

QE/QIIPI = 0.686
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Density Profile for Test 0-2 (Time Period 235-292)
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Figure 5.9 Density Profile for Test 0-2 (235-292s).

Density Profile for Test 0-2 (Time Period 314-371)
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Figure 5.10 Density Profile for Test 0-2 (314-371s).
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Figure 5.11 Density Profile for Test 0-2 (470-527s).

Velocity Profile for Test 0-2 (Time Period 235-292)
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Figure 5.12 Velocity Profile for Test 0-2 (235-292s).
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Velocity Proffle for Test 0-2 (Time Period 314-371)
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Figure 5.13 Velocity Profile for Test 0-2 (314-371s).
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Figure 5.14 Velocity Profile for Test 0-2 (470-527s).



Finally, Tables 5.6 and 5.7 give a summary of the previous results. They

compare the mass balance and calculated values of for both tests. It can be noted

that the mass balance never equated zero.

Table 5.6 Purdue Mass Balance Results for Test 0-1.

Mass Balance (kgls)

Time Period
(s)

Lower Upper Lower Upper

242-299 0.7240 2.084 3.716 4.756

402-459 -0.5875 0.09349 3.272 3.736

556-613 -2.838 -2.059 1.531 2.082

778-835 0.6124 -0.4170 2.978 3.687

Table 5.7 Purdue Mass Balance Results for Test 0-2.

Mass Balance (kg/s)

Time Period
(s)

Lower Upper Lower Upper

235-292 -3.097 -1.128 1.387 2.127

314-371 -4.129 -3.366 0.875 1.141

470-527 -L527 -2.175 0.686 0.919



5.1.2 SETL Test Results

5.1.2.1 OSU-SETL-0001

The objective of this test was to obtain flow visualization data for stagnant

loop flow conditions at the constant HP! flow rate of 3.80E-05 m3Is (0.6 gpm).

Also, the Ap/pjqp for this test was determined to be 0.134. The test ran for 20

minutes. Figure 5.16 shows the OSU P&ID SETL 020001, which is a schematic of

the experiment setup. Two probes were inserted at two different cold leg locations

to study the mixing behavior between the cold leg and HP! fluids.

The outside body of the probes was made of stainless steel, 11 gauge. The

outside diameter was 0.04572 m (1.8 inch). Two electrode/wire configurations

inside each body were made of copper, 24 gauge. The tip was constructed with

epoxy. Figure 5.15 shows a close-up of the probe's tip.

Figure 5.15 Close-up of the Probe's Tip.
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Figure 5.16 SETL Experiment Setup.
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The circuit attached to each probe is represented on Figure 5.17 [30].

Region 1 is connected to an AC signal at the output. The resistor and capacitor in

this region make a high pass filter to eliminate the DC offset. Region 2 serves as a

current to voltage converter. The resistor here sets the gain. For instance, at 2K, the

gain is of 2000 VIA. Region 3 is an active full wave rectifier. This means that it

takes the negative parts of the AC signal and turns them positive. Region 4 is a

second order low pass filter to remove the frequency used to drive the signal with.

Indeed, the input frequency has to be much higher. Finally, the output is connected



to a computer running the LAB VIEW program used here to instantly visualize the

voltage of each probe during the test. LAB VIEW then converted the voltages read

to densities using a calibration curve.

Region 1 Region 2
--- I ----------

PROBE 2K

O.Ol5rnFLtt
1

2.21K

''- ---------
1 2.21K NTJ

=

0.01

I I I I
I-.-.-A--------

i-.................II

I I .1. r.... I I I .. I ii I 1.50K
I I-ivv-v-1 -. I r. I I 120Q

10.0K N V V_1+ >--s--4-1 N. j
I I v 4.99K 1+ -v'
1

10 OK I 21K II./ 2.2 1K J+y

I . I :: I I i Outputt

Region 3 = iiI------------------------------
Figure 5.15 Probe Electronics Setup.

The test began with the probes fully inserted recording the voltage inside

the cold leg without any FIPI flow for a minute. After that time, the HPI flow was

turned on at a constant rate of 3.80E-05 m3/s (0.6 gpm) and four minutes of data

were recorded. Then, the probes were gradually raised every 10 seconds. Marks

had been previously placed on the probes' bodies every 0.0127 m (half-inch) from

the tip up until 0.1016 m (4 in) (the cold leg diameter) had been identified. The

probes were then lowered in a similar manner until they were fully inserted inside

the cold leg. The procedure was repeated three times or until mixing settled down
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with an interval of about two minutes between each set to allow the mixing

behavior to be extensively recorded at the bottom of the cold leg. If mixing wasn't

observed anymore, the test was stopped. Figure 5.18 shows the experiment setup

with the probes fully inserted inside the cold leg before the HP! flow was turned

on. The actual test procedure and test log for OSU-SETL-0001 have been

submitted to the NRC database.

Figure 5.16 SETL and Probes Setup.

Fluid density profiles were obtained at the two probe locations in the cold

leg for different heights along the cold leg diameter. The heights of the stratified

layer at both the downcomer side and near the weir wall, h and H respectively,

were then easily determined using the density difference measured between the

several vertical locations. The graph on Figure 5.19 displays the entire duration of

the test with the four sections of raising and lowering the probes. After 60 seconds
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of transient data, the HPI flow was turned on at 3.80E-05 m3/s (0.6 gpm). The

probes were then hit by the first wave of HPI flow. Four minutes of data were

recorded. Subsequently, the probes were gradually raised. The interface is clearly

visible on the graph each time the probes were raised or lowered.

Density Measurements for OSU-SETL-0001
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1050 -CP-2
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t1000 -
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Time (s)

Figure 5.17 Density Measurements for OSU-SETL-0001.

As with the Purdue tests, densities for the hot and mixed fluids were

averaged using the data collected by the probes. The densities were evaluated at

probe CP- 1, which was located close to the downcomer, as was the case with the

Purdue tests. CP-2 was used here to visually observe the density differences within

the cold leg length. Figures 5.20 through 5.23 show the density difference for each

set of raising and lowering the probes. It can be noticed that the different steps are

clearly visible from the graphs. Finally, it is important to note that when raising the

probes, the density goes down (close to the fresh water density).
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Figure 5.18 Density Measurements for OSU-SETL-0001 (300-430s).
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Figure 5.19 Density Measurements for OSU-SETL-0001 (540-670s).
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Density Measurements for OSU-SETL-0001
(Time Period 780-910)
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Figure 5.20 Density Measurements for OSU-SETL-0001 (780-910s).
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Figure 5.21 Density Measurements for OSU-SETL-0001 (1020-1150s).
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Finally, Figures 5.24 through 5.27 show the average densities for both

probes for the different time periods. These were obtained by averaging the

different densities at similar locations. The Purdue analysis provided a similar

comparison for its tests with Figures 5.1 through 5.4 and 5.9 through 5.11. It can be

noticed that by comparison, the results acquired here are much more consistent than

for the Purdue data.

Density Averages for OSU-SETL-0001
(Time Period 300-430)
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Figure 5.22 Density Averages for OSU-SETL-0001 (300-430s).
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Density Averages for OSU-SETL-0001
(Time Period 540-670)
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Figure 5.23 Density Averages for OSU-SETL-0001 (540-670s).
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Figure 5.24 Density Averages for OSU-SETL-0001 (780-910s).
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Density Averages for OSU-SETL-0001
(Time Period 1020-1150)
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Figure 5.25 Density Averages for OSU-SETL-0001 (1020-1150s).

5.1.2.2 OSU-SETL-0002

This test followed the same procedure as OSU-SETL-0001, except that this

time the I-WI flow rate was 1.90E-05 m3/s (0.3 gpm). Once again, the HPI fluid

flowed for 20 minutes inside the reactor cold leg and both probes were gradually

raised and lowered three times. The test procedure was submitted to the NRC

database.

Fluid density profiles are also available for this test and are presented on

Figure 5.26. Also, Figures 5.27 through 5.30 provide a more detailed set of plots. It

can be noted that the fluids' behavior is similar to that observed in OSU-SETL-

0001. Finally Figures 5.31 through 5.34 give the density averages for all four time

periods. Once again, it can be noticed that the averages are much more consistent

here and quite similar to the averages from OSU-SETL-0001.
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Density Measurement for OSU-SETL-0002
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Figure 5.26 Density Measurements for OSU-SETL-0002.
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Figure 5.27 Density Measurements for OSU-SETL-0002 (300-430s).
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Figure 5.28 Density Measurements for OSU-SETL-0002 (540-670s).
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Figure 5.29 Density Measurements for OSU-SETL-0002 (780-910s).
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Figure 5.30 Density Measurements for OSU-SETL-0002 (1020-1150s).
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Figure 5.31 Density Averages for OSU-SETL-0002 (300-430s).
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Figure 5.32 Density Averages for OSU-SETL-0002 (540-670s).
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Figure 5.33 Density Averages for OSU-SETL-0002 (780-910s).
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Figure 5.34 Density Averages for OSU-SETL-0002 (1020-llSOs).

5.2 NATURAL CIRCULATION LOOP FLOW CONDITIONS WITHOUT
LOOP SEAL SPILLOVER

A series of tests was performed on APEX-CE as part of the NRC's ongoing

PTS study. Table 5.9 presents the actual test matrix for the facility. Note that only

the tests already finished are displayed in the table.

Test OSU-CE-0003, "APEX-CE Palisades Natural Circulation Fluid

Mixing Test", was used as a baseline for the ongoing research because it studied

the phenomenon of thermal stratification in the cold leg and presented results that

demanded further investigation.

OSU-CE-0003 was a parametric study to examine the conditions for the

onset of thermal stratification in the cold legs under natural circulation conditions.

Natural circulation cold leg flow rates ranged from 1.5% to 4% decay power for

30% 100% HPSI injections flow rates from the original Palisades values. The



power was varied in such a way to maintain steady state conditions. Table 5.8 gives

the range of HPI flow rates and core powers. For each step, two HPSI lines

(connected respectively to cold legs 3 and 4) were analyzed to determine whether

the flow was stratified or mixed. Also, one HPSI line was throttled. Only two HPSI

lines were used so as to reduce the overall cool down effect. However, enough

points were obtained as to have accurate results.

Presence of the RCP weir wall resulted in some stratification for the full

range of conditions studied (see Table 5.8). Consequently, the phenomenon of

thermal stratification had to be further investigated.

Table 5.8 HPSI Flow Rates and Core Decay Power

Core Decay Power
(kW)

Cold Leg #3
HPSI Flow Rate (gpm)

Cold Leg #4
HPSI Flow Rate (gpm)

400 0.50 1.00
400 0.35 0.65
300 0.50 1.00
300 0.35 0.65
200 0.50 1.00
200 0.35 0.65
150 0.50 1.00
150 0.35 0.65



Table 5.8 APEX-CE Test Matrix

Test Number Description

OSU-CE-0001 APEX-CE Palisades Natural Circulation Flow Test

APEX-CE Palisades Natural Circulation Stepped
OSU-CE-0002 Inventory Reduction at 250kW and 250 psia

Secondary Side Pressure
APEX-CE Palisades Natural Circulation Fluid

OSU-CE-0003
Mixing Test

OSU-CE-0004 APEX-CE Palisades Baseline Fluid Mixing Test

APEX-CE Palisades Baseline Fluid Mixing Test
OSU-CE-0005

With 4 Injection Lines

APEX-CE Palisades Baseline Fluid Mixing Test
OSU-CE-0006

With 4 Injection Lines

APEX-CE Palisades 1.41" Top of the Hot Leg Break
OSU-CE-0007

from Full Power with No Charging

APEX-CE Palisades 2" Top of the Hot Leg Break
OSU-CE-0008

from Full Power with No Charging

APEX-CE Stuck Open Pressurizer Safety Relief
OSU-CE-0009

Valve (SRV) from Full Power

OSU-CE-0010
APEX-CE Stuck Open ADV & Pressurizer Safety
Relief Valve (SRV) from Full Power

APEX-CE Palisades 1.0 ft2 MSLB from Hot Zero
OSU-CE-001 1

Power with Failure to Isolate AFW

APEX-CE Palisades 1.0 ft2 MSLB from Full Power
OSU-CE-00 12

with Failure to Isolate AFW
APEX-CE Stuck Open Pressurizer Safety Relief

OSU-CE-0013 Valve (SRV) from Full Power with Subsequent
Reclosure
APEX-CE Palisades Baseline Fluid Mixing Test

OSU-CE-00 14
With 2 Adjacent Injection Lines

APEX-CE Palisades Baseline Fluid Mixing Test
OSU-CE-00 15

With 2 Opposite Injection Lines

APEX-CE Palisades Baseline Fluid Mixing Test
OSU-CE-00 16

With 3 Injection Lines
APEX-CE Palisades Baseline Fluid Mixing Test

OSU-CE-0018 With 4 Injection Lines with Upper Plenum!
Downcomer Bypass Holes Unplugged



Figure 5.35 shows the locations of the six thermocouples along the cold leg

diameter. Data points were obtained every four seconds. Figures 5.36 and 5.37

present the data for both cold legs and for the different conditions. It can be noted

that stratification was always present.

Thermocouples

Figure 5.35 Thermocouples Locations.
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Figure 5.36 OSU-CE-0003 Results for Cold Leg #3.
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The data were obtained from the Data Acquisition System (DAS) connected

to the computer controlling APEX-CE. The DAS was manually started when test

OSU-CE-0003 began and data was recorded for all the instruments present. Three

racks of records were then stored.

Figure 5.36 represents the results for cold leg #3. Here, the names of the

thermocouples from the top to the bottom of the cold leg were used in the legend.

The fluid appeared to be less stratified for high power and low HPI flow rate.

Furthermore, as power was reduced, the natural circulation flow through the cold

leg was also reduced and stratification increased. The higher the HPI flow rates (for

low power), the greater the stratification. Indeed, a difference of over 150 F (65.56

C) from the top to the bottom of the cold leg was observed for powers of 200 kW

and 150 kW for a HPI flow rate of 0.5 gpm (3.20E-05 m3/s). This jump was

observed mainly between the last two thermocouples. As a matter of fact, it

appeared that the liquid became extremely cold closer to the cold leg bottom.

Indeed, jumps ranging from about 25 to 150 F (-3.89 to 65.56 C) were observed for

higher flow rates.

Similar reasoning applies for cold leg #4. Here, the legend displayed the

thermocouples' actual location from the bottom of the cold leg. In this case, the

HPI flow rates were higher, ranging from 0.65 to 1 gpm (4.1OE-05 to 6.30E-05

m3/s). Stratification seemed more pronounced here compared to the results for cold

leg #3, even for the higher power. This was due to the fact that higher flow rates

were used. Indeed, as was concluded for cold leg #3, the lower the flow rate, the

less stratified the flow. Moreover, for cold leg #4, a difference of about 150 F

(65.56 C) was observed of the lower powers. It also appeared that the major

temperature jump happened closer to the middle of the cold leg rather than the

bottom. In fact, from Figure 5.37, two jumps were observed, the smaller of the two

being at the last thermocouple location. The larger jump presented a temperature

difference ranging from 25 to about 75 F (-3.89 to 23.89 C) while for the smaller



jump close to the bottom of the cold leg, the temperature difference ranged from a

few degrees to about 50 F (10 C).

From these results, it was concluded that thermal stratification was

constantly present inside the reactor cold legs and had to be further investigated to

determine its causes.

Finally, RCP weir wall spillover was not observed in these tests because

natural circulation flow rates were always greater than 10 gpm (6.30E-04 m3/s) per

cold leg.



6 DATA ANALYSIS

The data analysis presents the estimates of hot stream entrainment for both

the Purdue and the SETL results.

6.1 PURDUE DATA ANALYSIS

The model derived in Chapter 4 was applied to the Purdue data to determine

4. Since all the variables were known, including the density of the mixed fluid in

this case (which is 1LOWER)' Equation (4.22) then became a constant, which was

substituted into Equation (4.23). This equation was then solved for . The three

values of , two from the Purdue results and one calculated here, were then

compared to assess the validity of the model. The computer program Maple was

used to find the different values of . The Appendix at the end of this paper gives

an example of a Maple file used to determine , denoted with the letter E on the

program.

Table 6.1 shows the comparison between the different and Figures 6.1 and

6.2 compare the different values of c. The line denotes identical values of for

both tests. The theoretical values of always lie between the upper and lower

limits. Also, Figures 6.3 and 6.4 compare the flow rate fractions for the different

time periods.



Table 6.1 Flow Rate Fraction Comparison.

Test 0-1 Test 0-2

Time
Period

(s)

Test
Model

Time
Period

(s)

Test
Model

Lower Upper Lower Upper

242-299 3.716 4.756 4.188 235-292 1.387 2.127 2.055

402-459 3.272 3.736 3.512 314-371 0.875 1.141 1.019

556-613 1.531 2.082 1.876 470-527 0.686 0.919 0.905

778-835 2.978 3.687 3.242

Independent Benchmark for for Test 0-1

(Purdue)

Figure 6.1 Independent Benchmark for for Test 0-1.
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Figure 6.2 Independent Benchmark for 4 for Test 0-2.
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Figure 6.3 Flow Rate Fraction Comparison for Test 0-1.
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QFIQHPL Comparison for Test 0-2
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Figure 6.4 Flow Rate Fraction Comparison for Test 0-2.

From the preceding table and figures, it can be noted that the different

values of match well. Some discrepancies were present. They were related to the

difficulty in establishing the interface height. The model correctly predicted the

entrainment behavior and agreed well with the results from the Purdue analysis.

In conclusion, the Purdue analysis provided a solid basis to assess the model

developed in Chapter 4. It was observed that the model indeed predicted accurate

values of 4.

The model can therefore be used to predict fluid behaviors for the

transparent loop. This concludes the study of the Purdue tests.
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6.2 SETL DATA ANALYSIS

6.2.1 OSU-SETL-0001 Data Analysis

First, the interface height was evaluated from the drastic change in density

observed during testing. These densities values were then used to predict using

the model from Chapter 4. Table 6.5 shows the density results and interface heights

obtained from OSU-SETL-0001. It can be observed that both densities are

consistent throughout the test.

Table 6.2 OSU-SETL-0001 Data for Probe CP-1.

Time Period (s)
Interface

Height h (m)
PM (kg/rn3) PHOT (kg/rn3)

300-370 0.0254 1015.1248 999.5603

540-610 0.0254 1016.0534 999.8722

780-850 0.0254 1015.1924 1000.0132

1020-1090 0.0254 1015.433 1 1000.2394

Now the model derived in Chapter 4 was applied to the current data to

determine ç. Since all the variables were known, including PM, Equation (4.22) then

became a constant. Using this value, Equation (4.23) was then solved for . The

computer program Maple was once again applied to find the different values of .

Refer to the Appendix for an example of Maple file. Table 6.3 presents the

complete data analysis for OSU-SETL-0001.
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Table 6.3 OSU-SETL-0001 Data Analysis

Time Period: 300-370

Interface Height at Downcomer = 1 in

Interface Height at Downcomer = 0.0254 m Time h CP-1 H CP-2

1 (II) 2.0943951 300 0.0 1019.7472 0.0 1022.4725
Interface Height at Weir wall 1 in 310 0.5 1019.7212 0.5 1022.4398
Interface Height at Weir wall = 0.0254 m 320 1.0 1005.9061 1.0 1005.6156

2.0943951 330 1.5 1000.3785 1.5 1000.2329

Lower Layer Pavg= 1015.1248 kg/ma 340 2.0 999.4178 2.0 999.8588

Lower Layer Flow Area = 0.001 585 rn2 350 2.5 999.2437 2.5 999.4018
Upper Layer Pavg = 999.56033 kg/ms 360 3.0 999.2014 3.0 999.2068

Upper Layer Flow Area = 0.0065 m2

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 0.6 gpm

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 0.0000378 m3/s

Injected Fluid Density = 72.062295 Ibm/ft3

Injected Fluid Density = 1154.438 kg/rn3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 0.0436378 kg/s

°E'°HPI = 1.058

Time Period: 540-610

Interface Height at Downcomer = 1 in

Interface Height at Downcomer = 0.0254 m Time h CP-1 H CP-2

t (H) 2.0943951 540 0.0 1020.0070 0.0 1022.7194
Interface Height at Weir wall = 1 in 550 0.5 1019.9607 0.5 1022.6482
Interface Height at Weir wall = 0.0254 m 560 1.0 1008.1924 1.0 1005.5709
D (h) 2.0943951 570 1.5 1000.8772 1.5 1000.2970

Lower Layer Pavg 1016.0534 kg/ms 580 2.0 999.7813 2.0 999.9053

Lower Layer Flow Area = 0.001 585 m2 590 2.5 999.4960 2.5 999.4598
Upper Layer Pavg = 999.87216 kg/ms 600 3.0 999.3342 3.0 999.2158

Upper Layer Flow Area = 0.0065 m2

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate 0.6 gpm

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 0.0000378 m3/s

Injected Fluid Density = 72.062295 Ibm/ft3

Injected Fluid Density = 1154.438 kg/rn3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 0.0436378 kg/s

QEIQHPI= 1.102



Table 6.3 OSU-SETL-0001 Data Analysis (Continued).

Time Period: 780-850
Interface Height at Downcomer = 1 in

Interface Height at Downcomer = 0.0254 m Time h CP-1 H CP-2

1 (H) 2.0943951 780 0.0 1020.0631 0.0 1022.8526
InterfaceHeightatWeirwall= 1 in 790 0.5 1020.0833 0.5 1022.7570
Interface Height at Weir wall = 0.0254 m 800 1.0 1005.4307 1.0 1006.0299
I(h) 2.0943951 810 1.5 1000.7827 1.5 1000.5623
Lower Layer Pavg= 1015.1924 kg/ma 820 2.0 1000.0381 2.0 999.9618

LowerLayer FlowArea= 0.001585 rn2 830 2.5 999.6957 2.5 999.6113
Upper Layer Pay9 = 1000.0132 kg/ma 840 3.0 999.5362 3.0 999.2850
Upper Layer Flow Area = 0.0065 m2

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 0.6 gpm

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 0.0000378 m3/s

Injected Fluid Density = 72.062295 Ibm/ft3

Injected Fluid Density = 1154.438 kg/rn3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 0.0436378 kg/s

QE'0HPI= 1.030

Time Period: 1020-1090
Interface Height at Downcomer = 1 in

Interface Height at Downcomer = 0.0254 m Time h CP-1 H CP-2

t (H) 2.0943951 1020 0.0 1020.0466 0.0 1022.7979
lnterfaceHeightatWeirwall= 1 in 1030 0.5 1019.9847 0.5 1022.6804
Interface Height at Weir wall = 0.0254 m 1040 1.0 1006.2679 1.0 1004.4633
'I (h) 2.0943951 1050 1.5 1001.0448 1.5 1000.6292
Lower Layer Pavg 1015.4331 kg/ms 1060 2.0 1000.2313 2.0 1000.0126

Lower Layer Flow Area = 0.001585 m2 1070 2.5 999.9093 2.5 999.7880
Upper Layer Payg = 1000.2394 kg/ma 1080 3.0 999.7723 3.0 999.4796

Upper Layer Flow Area = 0.0065 m2
Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 0.6 gpm

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 0.0000378 m3/s

Injected Fluid Density = 72.062295 Ibm/ft3

Injected Fluid Density= 1154.438 kg/rn3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 0.0436378 kg/s

0E/°HPI = 1.031

Table 6.4 summarizes the previous results. It is observed that the results are

much more consistent here than with the Purdue data, ensuring that the model

correctly predicts the fluid behavior. Since is very close to unity, this means that

there was as much entrainment as injection present inside the cold leg.
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Table 6.4 OSU-SETL-0001 Measurements.

Time Period (s) QEIQ

300-370 1.058

540-610 1.102

780-850 1.030

1020-1090 1.031

Uncertainties associated with the results for this test are based on the

calibration of the probes, the HPI density measurement and accuracy, and the HPI

flow rate.

First, the probes were calibrated manually using different salt-water

solutions. A curve was then fitted through the points and the resulting equation was

used to determine the different densities during testing. Errors may have been made

while evaluating the different solutions.

Furthermore, the HPI solution density was accessed using 2 60-cc syringes

that were weighed empty and then full. Errors may have occurred when the

syringes were full; the volume may not have been exactly 60 cc. Also, the scale

used may not have been accurately calibrated or may have required more decimal

digits.

Finally, during testing, it was hard to maintain QHPI at a constant rate of

3.80E-05 m3/s (0.6 gpm). Fluctuations caused the flow rate to jump between 3.70E-

05 and 3.80E-05 m3/s (0.59 to 0.61 gpm). The predicted values of were obtained

used average HPI flow rates.



6.2.2 OSU-SETL-0002 Data Analysis

First, the densities for this test were averaged for each time period, as was

the case for test OSU-SETL-0001. Once again, the densities are much more

consistent than in the Purdue data and follow the same trend for each time period

for both probes. Table 6.5 presents the results for the densities averaged for this test

as well as the interface heights observed during testing. The procedure followed

was identical to the one for OSU-SBTL-0001. Once again, the densities did not

vary over the duration of the test. It can also be noted that the values for PM are a

little bit lower for this test than for the previous test.

Table 6.5 OSU-SETL-0002 Data for Probe CP-2.

Time Period (s)
Interface

Height h (m)
PM (kg/rn3) PHOT (kg/rn3)

300-370 0.0254 1014.5424 1000.2157

540-610 0.0254 1014.5587 1000.5184

780-850 0.0254 1014.4410 1000.7400

1020-1090 0.0254 1014.6979 1000.8502

Values for the flow rate fraction were once more predicted using equation

(4.21). The Maple program was once more used. Table 6.6 provides the complete

data analysis for test OSU-SETL-0002.
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Table 6.6 OSU-SETL-0002 Data Analysis

Time Period: 300-370
Interface Height at Downcomer = 1 in
Interface Height at Downcomer = 0.0254 m Time h CP-1 H CP-2
D (H) 2.0943951 300 0.0 1019.9223 0.0 1022.7174
Interface Height at Weir wall = 1 in 310 0.5 1019.8755 0.5 1022.2876
Interface Height at Weir wall = 0.0254 m 320 1.0 1003.8295 1.0 1004.3177

(h) 2.0943951 330 1.5 1001.0142 1.5 1000.8327
Lower Layer Pavg 1014.5424 kg/ms 340 2.0 1000.3032 2.0 1000.5629
LowerLayer FlowArea= 0.001585 m2 350 2.5 999.9027 2.5 999.8039

UpperLayerpavg= 1000.2157 kg/ma 360 3.0 999.6427 3.0 999.3223
Upper Layer Flow Area = 0.0065 m2

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 0.3 gpm

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 0.0000189 m3/s

Injected Fluid Density = 72.062295 Ibm/ft3

Injected Fluid Density = 1154.438 kg/rn3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 0.0218189 kg/s

0E10HPI = 3.079
Time Period: 540-610
Interface Height at Downcomer = 1 in

Interface Height at Downcorner = 0.0254 m Time h CP-1 H CP-2
L (H) 2.0943951 540 0.0 1019.9884 0.0 1022.7700
Interface Height at Weir wall = 1 in 550 0.5 1019.8814 0.5 1020.9713
Interface Height at Weir wall = 0.0254 m 560 1.0 1003.8063 1.0 1002.7194
t (h) 2.0943951 570 1.5 1001.1468 1.5 1000.8819
Lower Layer Pavg 1014.5587 kg/ma 580 2.0 1000.5273 2.0 1000.5669
LowerLayer FlowArea= 0.001585 m2 590 2.5 1000.2894 2.5 1000.0946
Upper Layer p= 1000.5184 kg/rn 600 3.0 1000.1099 3.0 999.8098
Upper Layer Flow Area = 0.0065 m2
Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 0.3 gpm

Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 0.00001 89 m3/s

Injected Fluid Density = 72.062295 Ibm/ft3

Injected Fluid Density = 1154.438 kg/rn3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 0.0218189 kg/s
= 3.036



Table 6.6 OSU..SETL-0002 Data Analysis (Continued).

Time Period: 780-850
Interface Height at Downcomer = 1 in
Interface Height at Downcomer = 0.0254 m Time h CP-1 H CP-2

(H) 2.0943951 780 0.0 1019.9324 0.0 1022.7008
Interface Height at Weir wall = 1 in 790 0.5 1020.0375 0.5 1018.5232
Interface Height at Weir wall = 0.0254 m 800 1.0 1003.3531 1.0 1002.0307
ct (h) 2.0943951 810 1.5 1001.3016 1.5 1000.8737
Lower Layer Pavg 1014.441 kg/ma 820 2.0 1000.7611 2.0 1000.6444
LowerLayer FlowArea= 0.001585 m2 830 2.5 1000.5147 2.5 1000.3183
Upper Layer Pay9 = 1000.74 kg/m 840 3.0 1000.3825 3.0 1000.0390
Upper Layer Flow Area = 0.0065 m2
Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 0.3 gpm
Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 0.00001 89 m3/s

Injected Fluid Density = 72.062295 Ibm/ft3

Injected Fluid Density= 1154.438 kg/m3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 0.021 81 89 kg/s

QEIQHPI = 2.984
Time Period: 1020-1090
Interface Height at Downcomer 1 in
Interface Height at Downcomer 0.0254 m Time h CP-1 H CP-2
't (H) 2.0943951 1020 0.0 1019.7411 0.0 1022.5694
InterfaceHeightatWeirwall= 1 in 1030 0.5 1019.8045 0.5 1021.7188
Interface Height at Weir wall = 0.0254 m 1040 1.0 1004.5480 1.0 1003.5194

(h) 2.09.43951 1050 1.5 1001.4756 1.5 1000.9719
Lower Layer Pavg 1014.6979 kg/ma 1060 2.0 1000.8585 2.0 1000.6409
LowerLayer FlowArea= 0.001585 m2 1070 2.5 1000.5828 2.5 1000.4106
Upper Layer Pavg= 1000.8502 kg/ms 1080 3.0 1000.4839 3.0 1000.1637
Upper Layer Flow Area = 0.0065 m2
Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 0.3 gpm
Injected Volumetric Flow Rate = 0.00001 89 m3/s

Injected Fluid Density = 72.062295 Ibm/ft3

Injected Fluid Density = 1154.438 kg/m3

Injected Mass Flow Rate = 0.0218189 kg/s

0E'°HPI 3.006

Table 6.7 summarizes the different obtained here. All values are once

again a lot more consistent than with the Purdue test. They are all close to the value

of 3, which means that there was more entrainment present in the cold leg than

injection. It can be concluded that the lower the HPI flow rate, the higher the

entrainment rate. If backflow is reduced with increasing HPI flow, then entrainment



will decrease. This is consistent with the Purdue conclusions, which means that the

model works very well at predicting flow behaviors for different configurations.

Uncertainties with the results are again present and similar to those

observed for OSU-CE-0001. This time however, the density calculation was not

performed because there was enough salt mixture to run both tests.

Table 6.7 OSU-SETL-0002 Measurements.

Time Period (s) QiilQmi

300-370 3.079

540-610 3.036

780-850 2.984

1020-1090 3.006
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7 LOOP SEAL SPILLOVER TEST RESULTS

Tests were performed on both the APEX-CE and the SETL facility to

observe and understand the phenomenon of loop seal spillover. This chapter first

describes the test results from APEX-CE and then moves on to analyze the results

from the last test run on the SETL facility.

7.1 APEX-CE TEST RESULTS

Tests OSU-CE-0007 through OSU-CE-0010 provided data to match the

onset of loop seal spillover predictions. All these tests had for their objective to

establish the cold leg conditions for thermal stratification and to predict the

downcomer cooldown rate profile for different sets of initial conditions.

The first two tests dealt with different hot leg break sizes at full power. Test

OSU-CE-0009 simulated a stuck open Pressurizer Safety Relief Valve (PSRV) also

from full power. Finally, test OSU-CE-0010 also simulated a stuck open PSRV as

well as a stuck open Atmospheric Dump Valve (ADV).

From the tests results, only the respective QHPI and QL for CL4 were

acquired. This was done using the relevant flow meters for each flow rate. For the

injection lines, Coriolis flow meters were used, one per injection line. Magnetic

flow meters were used for the reading of the cold leg flow rates. However, the

magnetic flow meters provided severe oscillatory results over time and it was

therefore difficult to determine the exact flow rate for the onset of loop seal

spillover. The values would often jump from a high point to a lower point within a

scan.

Furthermore, these flow meters were located on the downcomer side of the

cold leg and recorded the flow rates for both the HPI and the cold leg flow. In order

to obtain values of QL, QHP! had to be subtracted from the recorded value.
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In order to determine at what time the onset of ioop seal spillover occurred,

the temperatures inside the ioop seal were studied to determine when a sharp

decline happened. Three thermocouples were located inside the loop seals provided

the necessary temperature readings. Two thermocouples, the top and bottom ones,

were located on one side while the last one, the middle thermocouple, was located

on the opposite side. The middle thermocouple was used here to evaluate the

temperature drop.

Table 7.1 summarizes the results for the prediction of onset of loop seal

spillover for these different tests using the appropriate data read from the different

tests' stored files. The results are only presented for CIA because the results

observed for the other cold legs led to the conclusion that the flow rates used were

too high to predict the onset of loop seal spillover. Only CL4 gave adequate results.

Table 7.1 Onset of Loop Seal Spillover Data for APEX-CE.

CL4 Uncertainties

OSU-CE-0007 QHPI (gpm) 0.753

QHPI (m3/s) 4.744E-05

QL (gpm) 2.725
Mini: 2.538
Max: 3.903

QL (m3/s) 1.717E-04
Mini: 1.60E-04
Max: 2.46E-04

OSU-CE-0009 QHPI (gpm) 0.6 15

QHPI (m3Is) 3.875E-05

QL (gpm) 2.075
Mini: 2.145
Max: 4.590

QL (m3/s) 1.307E-04
Mini: l.35E-04
Max: 2.90E-04
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The results for OSU-CE-0008 and 0010 gave negative values, which led to

believe reverse flow was present. This may also be due to the uncertainties

discussed before regarding the magnetic flow meters. Consequently, only two data

points were satisfactory to determine the onset of loop seal spillover.

Finally, the results included the uncertainties for the different QL due to the

inaccurate readings from the magnetic flow meter. These uncertainties were taken

within the ten surrounding scans recorded by the flow meter. It can be noted that

the flow rate recorded fluctuated drastically.

7.2 SETL TEST RESULTS

The objective of test OSU-SETL-0003 was to determine the onset of ioop

seal spillover for different HPI flow rates. Three QHPI were used: 9.50E-05 m3/s

(1.5 gpm), 7.90E-05 m3/s (1.25 gpm), and 6.30E-05 m3/s (1.0 gprn). The two

probes were moved and placed right after the weir wall and inside the first part of

the ioop seal as seen on Figure 7.1 which is a P&1D for this test, and on Figure 7.2,

which is a close-up view of the probes location.
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Figure 7.2 Probes Setup for OSU-SETL-0003.

Once the HPI fluid was flowing well into the loop seal, the cold leg flow

rate was started. QL was gradually increased until the probe located inside the loop

seal (CP-2) recorded a density close to 1000 kg/rn3 (62.4 lbrn/ft3), which is the

density of fresh water. This value was then recorded and marked the onset of loop

seal spillover for the specific QHPI. The procedure was repeated for all Qpj. The

test procedure for OSU-SETL-0003 has been submitted to the NRC. Finally,

Figures 7.3 and 7.4 present two views of the weir wall where spillover is just about

to occur at a HPI flow rate of 9.50E-05 m3/s (1.50 gpm).
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Figure 7.3 Onset of Weir Wall Spillover at Qpi1.5O gpm.

Figure 7.4 Onset of Weir Wall Spillover for the Loop Seal Side.
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Figures 7.5, 7.6, and 7.7 present the density profiles for all three QHPJ. The

first test run as part of the OSU-SETL-0003 series (OSU-SETL-0003a) used a QHPJ

of 9.50E-05 m3/s (1.50 gpm), the second test (OSU-SETL-0003b) a QHPI of 7.90E-

05 m3/s (1.25 gpm), and finally the last test (OSU-SETL-0003c) a QHpfof6.30E-05

m3Is (1.00 gpm).
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Figure 7.5 Density Measurements for OSU-SETL-0003a.

For the first 60 seconds of the test, no HPI flow was injected. After that

time, the HPI flow was turned on. It can be easily observed from Figure 7.5 where

the HPI flow first hit probe CP-1 and then probe CP-2. CP-1 was located after the

weir wall so the HPI flow had to spillover before hitting CP-1, which accounts for

the delay observed on the graph. Furthermore, only a tiny stream of HPI fluid was

observed flowing down the loop seal. Finally, when the cold leg flow was started,

the density observed at the loop seal location decreased. The test was stopped when

no HPI fluid was observed into the loop seal but was still spilling over the weir

wall.
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Deiis ity Measurements for OSU-SETL-0003b
(QHPI=1.25 gpm)
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Figure 7.6 Density Measurements for OSU-SETL-0003b.

Figure 7.6 displays the results for the second test run on the transparent

loop. Once again, the first wave of HPI flow hitting both probes is clearly visible

on the graph. Probe CP-1 read higher densities values due to the higher salt

concentration present in the discharge tank. Indeed, between both tests, the

discharge tank was partially emptied and then refilled with fresh water but since it

wasn't fully emptied, salt concentration was present when the second test was

started. At the end of the test CP-1 read densities close to 1080 kg/rn3.



Density Measurements for OSU-SETL-0003c
(QHIPI=1.00 gpm)
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Figure 7.7 Density Measurements for OSU-SETL-0003c.

Figure 7.7 presents the data for the third and last test run as part of the

OSU-SETL-0003 series. Here, it is clearly visible that the environment was saltier.

Even before the HPI flow was started, probe CP-1 recorded densities higher than

the density of fresh water. Once the HPI flow began, the discharge tank fluid was

being sucked back into the cold leg. The densities read at CP-1 were consequently

higher than those read in the previous tests. Once again, the density read at CP-2

was easily manageable with the cold leg flow.

For each test, the cold leg flow had to be adjusted several times to acquire

the proper rate that just prevented ioop seal spillover. Because the valve regulating

the cold leg flow rate, QL, was hard to maneuver, it was difficult to accurately vary

the flow rate. First, a large flow rate was dispensed, and then the flow was

gradually lowered until no more ioop seal spillover was observed. Table 7.2

presents the results for the onset of ioop seal spillover for the different Qp,'.
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Table 7.2 Onset of Loop Seal Spillover for Different QHPI.

OSU-SETL-0003a OSU-SETL-0003b OSU-SETL-0003c

QHPI (gprn)

QHPI (rn3/s)

1.50

9.450E-05

1.25

7.875E-05

1.00

6.300E-05

QL (gpm)

QL (rn3/s)

6.30

3.969E-04

4.60

2.898E-04

3.25

2.048E-04

PLOOP SEAL (kg/rn3) 999.1674 999.648 999.648

Table 7.3 presents the complete data analysis for OSU-SETL-0003. This

data can now be related to the results observed during the APEX-CE tests, OSU-

CE-0007 and OSU-CE-0009.

Table 7.4 summarizes both sets of data from the lowest to the highest QHPI.

Figure 7.8 presents the same data in a graphical format.

The results obtained in both the APEX-CE and the SETL tests provide a

solid trend to predict the onset of loop seal spillover. Even though the results from

the APEX-CE tests had large uncertainties, they completed the SETL data points

well. Figure 7.8 provides a smooth curve that serves as the QL limits for onset of

loop seal spillover.
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Table 7.3 OSU-SETL-0003 Data Analysis

Data

DCL (in) DCL (m) DHPI (in) D111 (m)

APEX-CE
SETL

3.54 0.090
4.00 0.102

1.35 0.034
1.35 0.034

Test Name QHPI (gpm) QHP! (rn3/s) QL (gpm) QL (m3/s)
OSU-CE-0009 0.62 3.875E-05 2.08 1.307E-04
OSU-CE-0007 0.75 4.744E-05 2.73 1.717E-04

OSU-SETL-0003c 1.00 6.300E-05 3.3 2.048E-04
OSU-SETL-0003b 1.25 7.875E-05 4.6 2.898E-04
OSU-SETL-0003a 1.50 9.450E-05 6.3 3.969E-04

Test Name PCL (kg/rn3) PHPI (kg/rn3)

OSU-CE-0009 869.396 979.784
OSU-CE-0007 877.192 997.947

OSU-SETL-0003c 999.998 1154.438
OSU-SETL-0003b 999.998 1154.438
OSU-SETL-0003a 999.998 1154.438

Calculations
3QHPI (rn Is) 3

QL,C (m Is)

OSU-CE-0009 3.875E-05 9.198E-05
OSU-CE-0007 4.744E-05 1 .242E-04

OSU-SETL-0003c 6.300E-05 2.048E-04
OSU-SETL-0003b 7. 875E-05 2.898E-04
OSU-SETL-0003a 9.450E-05 3 .969E-04

QL,C accounts for the correction made to the cold leg flow rates

for the APEX-CE data.



Table 7.4 Onset of Loop Seal Spillover Coniparison.

Test Name QilpI (gpm) Qipi (m3Is) QL (gpm) QL (m3Is)

OSU-CE-0009 0.615 3.875E-05 2.075 9.1 98E-05

OSU-CE-0007 0.753 4.744E-05 2.725 1.242E-04

OSU-SETL-0003c 1.00 6.300E-05 3.250 2.048E-04

OSU-SETL-0003b 1.25 7.875E-05 4.600 2.898E-04

OSU-SETL-0003a 1.50 9.450E-05 6.300 3.969E-04

Onset of Loop Seal Spillover Predictions

4.E-04

3.E-04

2.E-04

1.E-04

O.EOO

111

O.E+OO 2.E-05 4.E-05 6.E-05 8.E-05 1.E-04
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Figure 7.8 Onset of Loop Seal Spillover Comparison.
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The study of cold leg thermal stratification proved to be challenging. The

extensive literature on the subject matter gave a broad overview of the

phenomenon. This study tried to approach the problem from a different angle by

estimating the hot stream entrainment and deriving a unique model using the lock

exchange as a starting point.

APEX-CE data were used to examine the effects of natural circulation flow

on thermal stratification. Thermal stratification was observed for all natural

circulation flows tested, namely for 1.5 to 4% decay power and 30 to 100% HPI

flow rates.

A ¼ scale transparent test loop (SETL) was constructed, instrumented, and

operated for flow visualization. Density profiles, HPI entrainment rates, and

interface height data were obtained for stagnant loop flow conditions.

A model was developed to predict HPI fluid entrainment for the Purdue ½

scale data. Reasonable agreement was observed between both the model and the

data. However, it was shown that the Purdue data itself presented some

discrepancies due to the difficulty in locating the interface. The model was further

verified to work very well for the OSU-SETL-0001 and OSU-SETL-0002 tests.

Results were consistent and did agree with the Purdue conclusions. It was

concluded that the higher the HPI flow rate, the less entrainment was observed in

the injection line for conditions when backflow was present.

It was also observed during testing that fluid backflow played an important

role in the phenomenon of thermal stratification. The model did consider the

entrainment rate effect but did not derive it. Instead, a dimensionless number was

created to relate the HPI flow rate to the entrainment flow rate.

Lastly, the onset of loop seal spillover study on the transparent loop

presented solid data that completed the results from the APEX-CE tests. A useful
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flow map was developed to predict the onset of ioop seal spillover for different HPI

and cold leg flow rates.

Consequently, the objective of this study to derive a valid model to predict

thermal stratification using estimates of hot stream entrainment has been achieved.

However, changes should be made to include natural circulation flow conditions.

Finally, the entrainment model should be derived as a separate research objective

and then applied to the problem at hand.
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APPENDIX - SAMPLE OF MAPLE FILE
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Test 0-1, Time Period 242-299

>g 9.81;

g := 9.81

>D(cl) : 0.343;

D(cl) := .343

>R(cl) := D(cl)/2;

R(cl) := .1715000000

>A(cl) := pj*R(c1)A2;

A(cl) := .02941225000 TC

>rho(hpi) := 1094.0;

p(hpi) := 1094.0

>rho(lower) := 1025.39;

p(lower) 1025.39

>rho(upper) := 1011.69;

p(upper) 1011.69

>Q(hpi) := 0.0006370;

Q(hpi) .0006370

>H : 0.37*D(cl);

H .1269 1

>phi(H) := 2*arccos((R(cl)_H)/R(cl));

4(.12691) 2.615548248

>A(lower) := R(c1)2/2*(phi(H)_sin(phi(H)));

A(lower) := .03 108039176

>A(upper) := A(cl)-A(lower);

A(upper) := .02941225000 it- .03108039176

>w := 2*R(cl)*sin(phi(H)/2);

w := .3312037554

>alpha(lower) := A(lower)/A(cl);
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ci(lower) := 1.056715884
71

>alpha(upper) A(upper)/A(cl);

.02941225000 It .03108039176
a(upper) : 33.99943901

> eqi := (Q(hpi)/A(cl) )/ ( (g*(A(c1)/w)*(rho(lower)....

rho (upper)) /rho (upper)) "0.5);

>

1

eqi := .1993992988

>eq2

1/ ( ( (E"2/alpha(upper) "3)+( (rho (upper) *E+rho(hpi) ) /rho(].

ower)) "2/(alpha(lower) "3) *(rho(lower) /rho(upper))) "0.5)

I

i nnnncLtL1Qi')Li7
) 3Eit

(.02941225000it.03i08039176)

+.8169373614 !06(10!1.69 E+ 1094.0)2713

>eq3:= eql=eq2;

E2 3

eq3 := .1993992988 = !/(.00002544396247
(.0294122500071 .03108039176)

:5

+.8169373614 10-6(1011.69 E+ 1094.0)2713]

>fsolve (eq3, E);

4. 1878783 16

>




